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Abstract
The Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FDEM), originally invented by
Munjiza, has become a tool of choice for problems of discontinua, where particles
are deformable and can fracture or fragment. The downside of FDEM is that it is
CPU intensive and, as a consequence, it is difficult to analyse large scale problems
on sequential CPU hardware and parallelisation becomes necessary. In this work
a novel approach for parallelisation of the combined finite-discrete element method
(FDEM) in 2D aimed at clusters and desktop computers is developed. Dynamic do-
main decomposition-based parallelisation solvers covering all aspects of FDEM have
been developed. These have been implemented into the open source Y2D software
package by using a Message-Passing Interface (MPI) and have been tested on a PC
cluster. The overall performance and scalability of the parallel code has been studied
using numerical examples. The state of the art, the proposed solvers and the test results
are described in the thesis in detail.
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Chapter 1
SCOPE AND LAYOUT OF THESIS
1.1 Scope of Thesis
The Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FDEM), originally invented by Munjiza,
has become a tool of choice for problems of discontinua, where particles are de-
formable and can fracture or fragment. The applications of FDEM have spread over
a number of disciplines ranging from mining to mineral processing, biomechanics,
medical engineering, nanotechnology and energy.
The typical FDEM analysis combines a finite element-based analysis of continua
with a discrete element-based transient dynamics, contact detection and contact inter-
action. Thus, analysis of problems of discontinua, where particles are deformable and
can fracture and fragment, becomes possible. This kind of analysis is very expensive in
terms of CPU time and enormous computational power is required to simulate systems
comprising a large number of deformable bodies. Thus it is difficult to analyse large
scale problems on a sequential CPU hardware and parallelisation becomes necessary.
Parallelisation efforts for FDEM range from GPU to clusters and desktop multicore
hardware.
The main feature of a typical FDEM simulation is a large number of separate bodies
(discrete/finite elements) moving and interacting with each other. The distribution of
these bodies within the computational domain changes in an unpredictable way during
the run of the simulation. If parallelisation is employed, this causes the migration of
bodies from one processor (sub-domain) to another and eventually a workload imbal-
ance is created and this in turn decreases the efficiency of the parallel implementation.
Thus the dynamic domain decomposition and load balancing (redistribution of bodies
among processors) must be employed in order to keep the workload imbalance to a
18
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minimum.
Dynamic domain decomposition based on a geometric approach rather than topo-
logical one is especially suitable for parallelisation of FDEM due to the fact that, unlike
the Finite Element Method, which assembles global matrices of the system, each ele-
ment in FDEM is represented by its own local matrix.
A novel space decomposition-based approach for the parallelisation of 2D FDEM
aimed at HPC clusters and desktop computers is presented. The developed parallelisa-
tion solvers covering all aspects of FDEM are described in detail and the implementa-
tion into the open source Y2D software package is presented. The overall performance
and scalability of the parallel code has been studied using numerical examples. The
state of the art, the proposed solvers and the test results have been described in the
thesis in detail.
1.2 Layout of the Thesis
The thesis is organised into several chapters with the following content:
• Chapter 2 provides a short introduction to FDEM and methods of discontinua
in general, as well as an introduction to parallel processing. Parallel processing
includes an overview of parallel architectures and overviews of main parallelisa-
tion languages. Algorithms commonly used to perform domain decomposition
and load balancing are also described. Finally some basic concepts of parallel
computing including speed-up, efficiency and floating point arithmetic are sum-
marized.
• Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of both the design and implementation
of proposed parallel algorithms, including communication, parallel I/O, migra-
tion of elements, re-partitioning and load balancing.
• Chapter 4 deals with verification and performance tests of the proposed parallel
algorithms. The parallel implementation of the FDEM code is tested on bench-
mark examples and the performance of the parallel code is studied.
• Chapter 5 contains some application examples of the parallel code. Performance
and scalability of the parallel FDEM code is studied on chosen numerical exam-
ples (Brazilian disc test, block caving and open pit slope).
• Chapter 6 provides conclusions and discusses possibilities for future work in the
field.
Chapter 2
DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION BASED
PARALLELISATION OF METHODS OF
DISCONTINUA
2.1 Introduction
The typical FDEM analysis combines a finite element-based analysis of continua with
a discrete element-based transient dynamics, contact detection and contact interaction.
Thus, analyses of problems of discontinua, where particles are deformable and can
fracture and fragment, become possible. This kind of analysis is very expensive in
terms of CPU time and an enormous computational power is required to simulate sys-
tems comprising a large number of deformable bodies (millions of particles).
The continuous increase in performance of microprocessors (CPU) by around 50%
from 1986 to 200416, 142 has led to the development and wide-spread use of methods
of Computational Mechanics. It has enabled to solve larger and larger systems at a
relatively low cost. The increase in CPU performance per year dropped significantly
since 2004.142 The evolution of Intel processors over the last twenty years is shown
in Figure 2.1. For this reason manufacturers of microprocessors started to produce
multicore processors in order to achieve continuous increases in performance. Using
a multicore processor doesn’t automatically mean that the performance of sequential
codes will improve. These codes were written for one processor only and the only way
to increase their performance lies in parallelisation.180, 181
20
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of CPU clock speed of Intel processors. Figure adapted from
Munjiza et al.122 Based on data from Intel72, 71 .
Figure 2.2: Relative comparison of CPU and DRAM velocities. Figure adapted from
Borkar et al.16 .
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The increase in speed of Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) has been
slower than in the case of CPU, see Figure 2.2. Thus the memory speed became a
bottleneck limiting the overall performance of the system. This problem was solved
by introducing more than one level of cache.16
Together with a slower increase in performance of CPU and DRAM, a continuous
decrease of CPU and DRAM prices in recent years can be observed.122 It stands to
reason that parallel architectures, like a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster,
will become even more affordable in the future. Combined with a production of multi-
core processors as well as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), it can be concluded that
parallelisation is currently the only reasonable way to increase computational power.
The rest of this chapter provides a short overview of methods of discontinua, paral-
lel architectures and parallel programming languages, as well as an overview of tools
and techniques specifically designed for the parallel processing of methods of discon-
tinua.
2.2 Computational Methods of Discontinua
2.2.1 Introduction
Many problems in engineering can be solved by methods based on an assumption that
the material can be considered continuous. For example the Finite Element Method
(FEM)212 discretises the continuum by dividing it into small pieces (finite elements)
of different shapes and order. Global matrices are assembled for the whole system of
finite elements comprising the whole problem The resulting partial differential equa-
tions are solved considering the boundary conditions.
A wide range of problems that cannot be solved by continuum methods exist. These
include: particle simulations - considering interactions between them, atomistic simu-
lations, presence of joints in a rock, etc. For these problems computational methods of
discontinua have been developed.
Methods of discontinua include:
• Discrete Element Method (DEM).
• Molecular Dynamics (MD).
• Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
• Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FDEM)117, 122
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Discrete Element Method. Everything started in 1971 when Cundall28 presented the
Distinct Element Method in order to solve problems in rock mechanics. Its first indus-
trial application was a simulation of granular assemblies.29 The basis of the method
is the solution of an equation of motion for each particle separately considering forces
arising from the interaction between particles. Originally, the particles had a simple
geometry and were considered rigid but with development, over time, complex particle
shapes and deformability of particles have been added. Further reading on this method
can be found for instance in a book written by Jing and Stephansson.76
Molecular Dynamics . The basis of the method is very similar to DEM in the
sense that the evolution of the simulation is achieved through solving the equation of
motion for each particle, in this case atoms and molecules. The interaction between
atoms and potential energy are defined by molecular mechanics force fields, for in-
stance Lennard-Jones potential. There is considerable further reading available on this
subject.59, 94, 164, 159, 57, 13
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics.99 The method was originally developed by
Gingold, Monaghan and Lucy (1977) for solving problems in astrophysics. It is a
mesh-free Lagrangian method where the coordinates move with the fluid, and the res-
olution of the method can easily be adjusted with respect to variables such as density.
It has been used, for instance, for simulation of underwater explosions, high-velocity
impacts and fragmentation, etc.185, 111, 101, 152, 102, 97, 43, 186
2.2.2 The Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method
FDEM was developed in 1995 by Munjiza et al.124 Munjiza wrote a first book on
FDEM in 2004117 and a second book in 2011.122 The basis of the method is a fi-
nite element mesh generated separately for each particle within the simulation. Thus
FDEM analysis combines a finite element-based analysis of continua with a discrete
element-based transient dynamics, contact detection and contact interaction, so anal-
yses of problems of discontinua, where particles are deformable and can fracture and
fragment, become possible. The applications of FDEM have spread over a number
of disciplines ranging from mining to mineral processing, biomechanics, medical en-
gineering, nanotechnology, energy or use of green materials in structural engineer-
ing.21, 104
Similarly to DEM, the equation of motion is solved for each element separately.
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The governing equation is:
Mu¨+Cu˙+Fint−Fext−F joint = 0 (2.1)
where M and C are mass matrix and damping matrix respectively, u¨ and u˙ are the
acceleration and velocity vectors respectively, Fint is a vector of internal forces, Fext is a
vector of external forces (including contact forces) and F joint is a vector of joint forces.
The joint element represents a fracture mechanism called a "discrete crack model" also
called a "combined single and smeared crack model" developed by Munjiza et al.117, 119
in order to introduce a transition from continua to discontinua to FDEM.
The equation of motion is solved by an explicit time integration scheme based on
a central difference method. Within each time step the following calculations must be
performed:
• evaluation of internal forces based on deformation of particles,
• contact detection, for instance by using Munjiza-NBS contact detection algo-
rithm,120
• evaluation of forces arising from contact interaction based on a Penalty function
method,118
• evaluation of forces from joint elements which act as a bond between finite ele-
ments,
• application of external forces and solution of equation of motion for each ele-
ment separately.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a comprehensive explanation for each
part of FDEM. Munjiza’s work provides, not only comprehensive reviews of the prob-
lems outlined above, but also of other issues like parallelisation or coupling with Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
2.3 Parallel Architectures
In parallel computing, computer architectures are very often classified by Flynn’s tax-
onomy.46 It introduces several categories into which all computers can be placed.
These are:
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• Single Instruction Stream-Single Data Stream (SISD) - a classical von Neumann
system142 can be placed into this category.
• Single Instruction Stream-Multiple Data Stream (SIMD) - these systems execute
the same instruction on multiple data items. Vector processors are the best exam-
ple for this category. Some aspects of SIMD computing are also used in GPUs
and thus can be placed in this category, even though they are not pure SIMD
systems.
• Multiple Instruction Stream-Single Data Stream (MISD) - SIMD or MIMD sys-
tems are more appropriate for parallel computing than MISD systems, thus MISD
systems will be omitted in this review.
• Multiple Instruction Stream-Multiple Data Stream (MIMD) - shared-memory
systems as well as distributed memory systems belong to this category.
2.3.1 SISD Systems
Von Neumann computer architecture was first proposed in 1945.187 The central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) consists of an arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) and a control unit. ALU
performs calculations while the control unit controls the execution of the program.
Both units in the CPU also have so-called registers. Register is a small but very fast
memory used for storing information about the execution of the program and currently
processed data. CPU is also connected to the main memory which stores both program
(instructions) and data. This connection between CPU and memory is called bus. The
whole system is then connected to the input and output devices, see Figure 2.3.
The important feature of von Neumann architecture is that at one time the CPU
can either write to or read from the main memory. It cannot do both at the same time.
Thus the performance of the whole system is limited by the speed of the information
exchange between CPU and memory. This is referred to as the von Neumann bottle-
neck.142
It is clear from the above that the von Neumann system can execute only one in-
struction at a time and it can read or write one piece of data at a time. Thus it is a SISD
system.
Due to the von Neumann bottleneck, current computers are not manufactured as
pure von Neumann machines. Most computers nowadays have another memory called
cache, which is slower than registers but much faster than main memory and CPU is
able to read from and write to cache at the same time.142
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Figure 2.3: Von Neumann architecture. Figure adapted from Pacheco142 .
2.3.2 SIMD Systems
2.3.2.1 Vector Processors
Vector processors are CPUs capable of performing the same instruction on the whole
vector at the same time.142 This is the main difference between them and conven-
tional CPUs, which perform instructions on one piece of data (scalar). In other words,
a conventional CPU must perform a loop over the vector of length n and the vector
is processed in n instructions, while vector processor processes the whole vector in
one single instruction (no loop is necessary). Thus vector computers are pure SIMD
systems. These systems support data parallelism which partitions the data among pro-
cessors. Processors then perform the same instructions on their assigned data. This
type of parallelism is very useful for speeding-up numerical simulations in various
scientific disciplines.
Most of the supercomputers in the past (1970s to 1990s) were designed as vector
machines. For instance the design of Cray supercomputers was based on vector ar-
chitecture.144 Due to the decreasing price and increasing performance of conventional
CPUs, vector supercomputers were replaced by PC clusters, comprising large number
of conventional CPUs interconnected by network. An overview of vector architectures
is presented by Duff.37
In the past vector machines were successfully utilised for parallelisation of meth-
ods of discontinua, most notably for speeding up Molecular Dynamics (MD) simula-
tions.8, 26, 158, 155, 157, 149
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2.3.2.2 GPU
The demand for better, more realistic graphics, particularly for the gaming industry,
led to the invention and rapid development of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The
design of a GPU is quite different from CPU. GPU architecture is SIMD-based in order
to achieve high performance through massive parallelism.130, 134 GPU mostly consists
of ALUs, smaller control units and cache while CPU consists of a few ALUs and a
larger control unit and cache, see Figure 2.4. CPU design is MIMD-based. Due to this
difference, CPU is able to handle a wide variety of tasks in contrast to GPU which is
more restricted. Thus, in order to fully utilise the raw processing power of GPU, the
program must be carefully designed. This makes implementation of the parallel pro-
gram for GPU much more complex than in the case of a parallel program written for an
HPC cluster. More detailed information on GPUs can be found in literature.130, 134, 140
Figure 2.4: Difference between CPU and GPU architecture. Figure adapted from Nav-
arro et al.130 .
GPUs have been noted in the scientific community because of their high perfor-
mance and low cost compared with HPC clusters, and they are increasingly being used
to speedup numerical simulations, not only in methods of discontinua but in other dis-
ciplines as well. GPUs have been successfully used for the parallelisation of MD sim-
ulations,49, 92, 211, 93, 67 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics simulations203, 35, 184 and the
Pseudo-Particle Method.204 An overview of GPU-based MD algorithms is presented
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by Stone et al.178 In Discrete Element Method (DEM), GPUs have been used, for
instance, to simulate a powder mixer,153 powder transportation,171 digital terrain anal-
ysis,151 tote blender,161 self-compacting concrete flow simulation,210 simulation of
rotating drum,208 rigid body transport simulation,54 mill charge motion simulation154
and granular media.55 The GPU-based DEM code, incorporating sliding friction model
and thermal conduction model, has been presented by Steuben et al.176, 175
Since GPU’s available memory for the simulation is limited, there have been at-
tempts to develop a parallel multi-GPU codes. Message-Passing Interface (MPI) is
being used for communication between GPUs.75, 184, 170
2.3.3 MIMD Systems
2.3.3.1 Shared-Memory Systems
A shared-memory system comprises a number of processors and one main memory
which is shared between them. Each processor is connected to the main memory and
it can access any location in the memory, see Figure 2.5. Multicore processors are
shared-memory systems since each processor contains multiple cores (CPUs) sharing
the same memory.14
The shared memory systems can be divided into two categories depending on their
memory access. Uniform memory access (UMA) means, that all processors are able to
access the memory in roughly the same time, since all processors are interconnected
to the memory through one shared connection. On the other hand, in a non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) system each processor has its own connection to its block
of memory and neighbouring processors are interconnected. Thus, each processor can
only access other memory blocks through neighbouring processors. It follows that
access to the memory block directly connected to the processor is much faster than
access to the remaining blocks. As a consequence, parallel programs for UMA systems
are easier to write but, if a parallel program running on NUMA system accesses only
directly connected blocks of memory, the memory access is faster and NUMA system
can scale to a higher number of processors.
Parallelisation efforts in the field of methods of discontinua directed at the shared-
memory systems have been significant due to the widespread use of multicore proces-
sors in recent years. These efforts include MD simulations38, 116 as well as DEM simu-
lations.133, 12, 200 A parallel implementation of coupled FEM/DEM by using OpenMP,
tested by simulating a compression of 3D particle assembly, has been presented by
Frenning.48 FDEM parallelisation aimed at multicore PCs has been presented by
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Owen and Feng138 and by Schiava D’Albano.168, 167 Hopkins and Song65 carried-out
a performance comparison of a parallel DEM code designed for both shared-memory
system (using OpenMP) and distributed-memory systems (using MPI). Comparison of
MPI-based and OpenMP-based parallelisation of a coupled DEM-CFD code has been
done by Amritkar et al.6
Figure 2.5: A shared-memory system. Figure adapted from Patterson and Hennessy144
.
Interconnects for shared-memory systems. The interconnection between pro-
cessors and memory can be either a bus or switched interconnect. The bus contains
multiple parallel communication wires and access control. Bus can be connected to
multiple devices which all share access. Multiple cores connected to the memory
create a bottleneck, since more than one core can try to access memory at the same
time. Then one core must wait until the other one finishes its memory access. For
this reason, switched interconnects are increasingly being used, especially for a higher
number of cores. An example of switched interconnect is a crossbar, see Figure 2.6.
If i-th CPU tries to access i-th memory module, there is no conflict, since the crossbar
allows simultaneous connections. Only scenarios resulting in conflict are those where,
for instance, CPUs 1 and 2 try to access the same memory module at the same time.
The disadvantage of a crossbar is its high price compared with bus.
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Figure 2.6: a) Four processors connected to four memory modules. Circles in the
figure are switches. Lines represent bidirectional links. b) Two possible configurations
of internal switches (connected and disconnected). Figure adapted from Pacheco142 .
2.3.3.2 Distributed-Memory Systems
A distributed-memory system comprises a number of processors, each with its own
memory, see Figure 2.7. Processors are interconnected by a network which is used
for communication by explicitly sending and receiving messages between processors,
so-called message passing.
The most widely used example of the distributed-memory system is a HPC cluster.
A cluster comprises a number of computers interconnected by, for instance, an Eth-
ernet network. Each computer represents one computational unit, the so-called node.
Nowadays, nodes in the cluster usually contain multicore processors. Thus, each node
is a shared-memory system interconnected by the network into a distributed-memory
system. Such a system can be called a hybrid system.
The main disadvantage of clusters is the speed of the network connection, which
is much slower compared with memory interconnection in shared-memory systems.
Therefore, communication overhead is much lower in shared-memory systems, since
exchanging data between memory modules is much faster than sending data through
the network. A shared-memory system also needs only one operating system and
almost all memory is available for the executed program. In clusters, each computer
must have its copy of the operating system and executed program.
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Figure 2.7: A distributed-memory system. Figure adapted from Patterson and Hen-
nessy144 .
Interconnects for distributed-memory systems. These can be either direct inter-
connects or indirect interconnects. In a direct interconnect, switches are directly con-
nected to nodes and to neighbouring switches while, in indirect interconnects, switches
are not directly connected to nodes. An example of a direct interconnect can be a ring,
a toroidal mesh or a hypercube, see Figures 2.8 and 2.9. The circles in the figures
represent switches, each square represents one node (processor(s) and memory) and
bidirectional links are represented by lines. It can be observed from the Figures 2.8
and 2.9a, that the ring’s switches must handle only two connections (links) while the
toroidal mesh must handle five connections. Hence, the switches in a toroidal mesh
must be more complex, increasing the price of the network. Both ring and toroidal
mesh networks have been used, for instance, for MD parallelisation.41, 40, 15 Hyper-
cube (Figure 2.9b) is an example of the practical interconnect which has been used
quite often in the past.173, 30, 156, 63 Generally speaking, hypercubes do not always have
to be three-dimensional. In a n-dimensional hypercube, each switch must have n con-
nections plus one connection to the node. Number of nodes p is given by p = 2n.
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Figure 2.8: A ring. Figure adapted from Pacheco142 .
Figure 2.9: a) A toroidal mesh. b) A three-dimensional hypercube. Figure adapted
from Pacheco142 .
Figure 2.10: A crossbar. Figure adapted from Pacheco142 .
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Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the crossbar and the omega network. Both are an
example of indirect interconnects. The crossbar for a distributed-memory system is
very similar to the crossbar for a shared-memory system. In a distributed-memory
system, lines represent unidirectional links which is the main difference between them.
Similarly to the shared-memory crossbar, the conflict only arises if two nodes are trying
to communicate with the same node at the same time.
Lines in the omega network (Figure 2.11) are also unidirectional links but each
switch represents a switch box (two-by-two crossbar), see Figure 2.12. By comparing
Figures 2.10 and 2.11, it can be seen that the number of connections and switches in
the omega network is smaller than in the crossbar. The crossbar for 8 nodes in Figure
2.11 would comprise 64 switches (p2, where p is number of nodes). Thus, the crossbar
is more expensive than the omega network. The lower price of the omega network
comes at a reduced ability to send simultaneous messages. For instance, if node 3 in
Figure 2.11 sends a message to node 7 then node 4 cannot send a message to node 8 at
the same time.
Figure 2.11: An omega network. Figure adapted from Pacheco142 .
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Figure 2.12: A switch box in an omega network. Figure adapted from Pacheco142 .
The performance of any network is usually described by two values. The first value
is a bandwidth of a link which is the speed of data transfer in a link (in Mb/s). The
time needed to transfer data between two nodes in a distributed-memory system can
be calculated from the bandwidth of a link as follows142
T = l+n/b (2.2)
where T is the time needed to transfer n bytes of data, l is the network latency and b is
the bandwidth of the link. The network latency is a difference between the time when
the first node starts to send data and the time when second node starts to receive the
data.
The equation 2.2 can be used to calculate the transfer time of any interconnect
(in a shared-memory or distributed-memory system) regardless of which devices it is
connecting to (main memory and hard drive, memory and cache, cache and register)
since any interconnect has always some latency and a bandwidth.
The second value describing the network performance is a bisection bandwidth
which can be calculated by multiplying bisection width by bandwidth of links used in
the network. To calculate the bisection width for any network, the system is divided by
a line/plane in two halves, each containing half of the system’s nodes. Then the sum
of all the links which were crossed by the line/plane gives the bisection width. In the
case of an asymmetric network topology, the system is divided in such a way, that the
worst possible bisection width for the network is obtained. The bisection bandwidth
for network types described above is summarised in Table 2.1.
Two important points should be noted while choosing the target MIMD system
at which the parallelisation will be aimed. The complexity of programming for the
shared-memory systems, compared with distributed-memory systems, is reduced since
all the data is saved in the shared memory. The main limitation for these systems is the
available number of processors and amount of RAM memory. As mentioned above,
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with an increasing number of cores connected to the bus, the probability of conflict
over access to the bus increases as well. A crossbar connecting a high number of cores
to the same number of memory modules would be very expensive. On the other hand,
HPC clusters comprising thousands of nodes are readily available. As a consequence,
the distributed-memory systems are the logical choice for computationally intensive
simulations with high memory requirements.
Network Number of switches [-] Bisection width [-]
Ring p 2
2D Toroidal mesh p 2
√
p
n-dimensional hypercube p = 2n p/2
Crossbar p2 p
Omega network 2p log2(p) p/2
Table 2.1: Number of switches and bisection width for different network types, where
p is number of nodes (processor-memory pair). Data taken from Pacheco142 .
Practically any simulation of any method of discontinua requires vast computa-
tional power. Thus large problems can be run only on distributed-memory systems
by utilising a domain decomposition approach. For this reason the main parallelisa-
tion efforts have been directed at these systems. Parallel MD codes utilising repli-
cated data strategy for atom (task) decomposition136, 146, 148, 182 or force decomposi-
tion19, 24, 96, 127, 149 as well as spatial domain decomposition23, 31, 74, 73, 81, 90, 115, 128, 137, 4, 131
have been developed. Parallel DEM codes as well as parallel FDEM codes designed
for distributed-memory systems are predominantly using a geometric domain decom-
position approach36, 53, 191, 192 even though a few examples using graph partitioners do
exist.79, 138 Parallelisation of DEM has been used to speedup simulations of liquid-
particle flows,7 industrial granular flows,25, 166 gas-solid flows,103 investigation of par-
ticle mixing behaviour,114 simulation of poly-dispersed granular material78 and cou-
pled DEM/CFD simulation of a gas-fluidized bed.183
As mentioned above clusters nowadays are usually hybrid systems built from shared-
memory nodes connected by a network. Some attempts have been made to design a
parallel DEM code64 and a coupled DEM/CFD codes100 by a hybrid MPI-OpenMP
approach.
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2.4 Short Overview of Parallel Programming Languages
2.4.1 Introduction
The development of parallel hardware and its widespread use for scientific computation
was accompanied by the development of parallel software tools. This is due to the
fact, that running a sequential code on, for instance, a multicore machine will not
lead to the performance improvement. In order to utilise the parallel architecture of
the machine, the parallel version of a sequential program must be written using some
available parallel programming language. The choice of the parallel programming
language depends mainly on the hardware of the parallel machine.
The main parallel programming languages include:
• Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)89, 70, 132 is a programming lan-
guage for writing parallel programs for GPUs. It was developed by NVIDIA2
and the parallel program developed by using CUDA can be run only on NVIDIA
GPUs. It provides an extension to programming languages like C, C++, Fortran,
etc. It provides a developer with the means to define so-called kernel functions.
Unlike standard C functions which are run only once, each kernel function is
run N times concurrently on N CUDA threads. Thus, the main difference from
the CPU is the fact that GPUs support running thousands of threads in parallel.
CUDA is a low-level programming model since the developer using CUDA has
full control over threads, all the memory (global, shared) and synchronization.
• Open Computing Language (OpenCL)125, 134, 56, 34 is a programming framework
supporting parallel programming for heterogeneous systems comprising CPUs,
GPUs and/or other processors, e.g. field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
The framework comprises "a language, application programming interface (API),
libraries and a runtime system to support software development".126 It supports
both task-based and data-based parallelism. OpenCL is developed and main-
tained by the Khronos Group. OpenCL can be classified as a low-level program-
ming model9 since the programmer must take care of issues like coordination of
computation, detailed access to the memory, etc.
• OpenMP20, 18 is an application programming interface (API) enabling the devel-
oper to write parallel programs for shared-memory systems. It was introduced in
1997 by the OpenMP Architecture Review Board (ARB). The first version pro-
vided support only for Fortran but since that time support for C and C++ has been
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added. It is not a programming language since its directives are simply added
to the sequential C, C++ or Fortran program. These directives specify division
of work among threads and access to the shared memory, while the details of
the parallel program are solved by a compiler automatically. Thus OpenMP can
be classified as a mid-level programming model.9 OpenMP’s popularity can be
attributed mainly to the widespread use of multicore processors and its relative
simplicity of programming (at least at the beginner’s level).
• Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM):51 As the name suggests, PVM takes a hetero-
geneous system of computers (desktops, workstations, clusters) and uses them to
create a single virtual parallel machine. Computers in the system can be running
Unix and/or Windows operating systems and the whole system must be inter-
connected by a network. The program execution is coordinated through sending
and receiving messages. Thus, parallel programs developed in PVM are using a
message-passing programming model. PVM supports C, C++ and Fortran. PVM
is a software package which contains a so-called daemon (pvmd3) which enables
the creation of the virtual machine and a library of routines for creating a parallel
program. The first version of PVM, which was never publically released, was
created at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1989 as a part of Heterogeneous
Distributed Computing research project. The next version (PVM 2.0) was writ-
ten at the University of Tennessee and it was released to the public in 1991. The
latest version is PVM 3.4.6, released in 2009. PVM was widely used in the first
half of 1990s but since then its popularity has been steadily declining due to the
release of much more successful MPI.
• Message-Passing Interface (MPI)58, 141, 1, 82 became a de facto standard for message-
passing parallel programming model since its original release in 1994 (MPI-1).
MPI-2 was released in 1997 and the latest version is now MPI-3 which was re-
leased in 2012. A short introduction to MPI is provided in the next chapter. MPI
is developed and maintained by the MPI Forum.
Some other parallel programming tools exist, but as none of them reached the widespread
use of the ones listed above, they are out of the scope of this chapter.
2.4.2 Message-Passing Interface
MPI is a message-passing API aimed originally at distributed-memory systems but,
with the increasing number of multicore computers being used, the support for these
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was also added. It provides a library which functions as an extension to C, C++ and
Fortran programming languages allowing the programmer to define the communica-
tion and coordination between processes by explicitly sending and receiving messages
(MPI-1). The MPI-2 added support for such issues as parallel input/output (I/O) opera-
tions, dynamic creation and management of processes and remote memory operations.
The MPI-347 is addressing issues like non-blocking collective communication, one-
sided communication and the support for Fortran 2008.
At the beginning of the execution of the developed parallel program, the specified
number of processes is started. Each process is assigned a unique rank and its piece
of data of the simulated problem. Processes then coordinate their work by sending
and receiving messages. Usually the number of processes is equal to the number of
processors, but this does not always have to be true. It is possible to run a couple of
processes on a single processor. It follows that:
Nprocess = Nprocessor (2.3)
where Nprocess is the number of processes and Nprocessor is the number of processors.
In the rest of this thesis it is assumed that each processor is assigned only one process,
so both words are used in the text interchangeably.
If the parallel code is executed on a shared-memory machine, then MPI creates a
private address space located in the shared memory for each process and the message-
passing is simulated by sending data between these address spaces.142
It is out of the scope of this thesis to provide a complete description of all MPI func-
tions. A complete and in-depth description can be found in numerous MPI books and
online tutorials.58, 141, 1, 82, 87 The following subsections of this chapter provide a quick
introduction to some key MPI concepts which are needed for a better understanding of
proposed FDEM parallelisation solutions described in Chapter 3.
2.4.2.1 Communication
As mentioned above, message-passing means explicitly sending and receiving mes-
sages. It is up to the programmer to define what type of data and how much data to
send and receive. In general two main types of communication exist: point-to-point
and collective.
Point-to-point communication. This type of communication takes place between
two different processors i and j. If processor i sends a message, processor j must receive
the message. The basic functions to accomplish both are MPI_Send(parameters) and
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MPI_Recv(parameters). Parameters in both functions are very similar. The user has to
specify what data to send (buffer, size of the message and type of data - integer, string
of characters, derived datatype, etc.) and each message must be uniquely identified
(tag, source/destination and communicator).
A buffer on a sending processor is a pointer to the block of memory (array, number,
etc.) which will be sent, while on a receiving processor it is a pointer to the empty
memory space of matching type where the received message will be saved. The size of
the message on a sending processor must be exactly equal to the amount of data being
sent. Receiving processor usually has no information about the size of the message,
unless the message contains only one object. In case of an array/string of characters,
the receiving processor should pass to the function a maximum size of the array/string.
Figure 2.13: MPI_Sendrecv() operation between processors 0 and 1. Arrays i1send0
and i1send1 are received and saved into i1recv1 on processor 1 and into i1recv0 on
processor 0, respectively.
The sending and receiving processors must specify destination and source, respec-
tively. These are the ranks of receiving and sending processors. Each message should
have a unique ID in case of multiple messages between the same processors. This ID is
called a tag. The last parameter is a communicator. A communicator in MPI means a
group of processors which can send and receive messages between each other. A com-
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municator can be user defined or a predefined MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator
can be used. The group in MPI_COMM_WORLD includes all processors on which
the program is executed. Function MPI_Recv() has one additional parameter: status.
Status is a structure holding some key information about the message: MPI_SOURCE,
MPI_TAG and MPI_ERROR.
As mentioned above, the time needed for sending any message includes a network
latency. When two processors need to send/receive one message to/from the other, MPI
provides a function MPI_Sendrecv(parameters). By using this function the latency is
halved because the connection between the two processors must be established only
once. The parameters for this function are a combination of parameters for functions
MPI_Send() and MPI_Recv(). Since both the sending and receiving buffer must be
specified, the size of sending and receiving message must be specified, etc. The use of
this function is illustrated by sending an array of 5 integers from both processors, see
Figure 2.13.
Collective communication. Unlike point-to-point communication all processors
included in the communicator participate in the communication. The message is ex-
changed globally between all processors in case MPI_COMM_WORLD is used.
Figure 2.14: Processor 0 distributes an array of five integers to remaining processors
by using MPI_Bcast() function.
Broadcast function MPI_Bcast(parameters) is a typical example of a collective
communication. This function sends data from one processor, called root, to all re-
maining processors in the communicator. Since one message is exchanged between all
processors the parameters passed to the function must be the same on all processors.
Similarly to point-to-point communication, the buffer, the size of the message and the
type of data must be specified. The remaining two parameters are the rank of the root
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processor and a communicator. Figure 2.14 illustrates the use of broadcast function by
distributing an array of five integers from processor 0 to the remaining processors.
MPI_Allgather(parameters) is an MPI collective communication function which
takes specified data from each processor in the communicator, combines them and
saves the result to the receiving buffer on all processors. The user has to specify the
size of the message and the type of data for both sending buffer and receiving buffer.
The use of MPI_Allgather is illustrated by gathering an array of 5 integers saved on 4
processors, see Figure 2.15.
All communication functions described above belong to the group of so-called
blocking functions. If, for instance, processor j calls MPI_Recv() but processor i still
did not call MPI_Send(), then processor j will wait until the message from processor i
is received. Thus, the use of blocking communication provides the user with means to
synchronize the execution of the program on different processors. As a consequence,
the use of blocking communication prohibits overlapping communication and compu-
tation. This can be achieved by using a nonblocking communication.
Figure 2.15: MPI_Allgather() operation between 4 processors. An array of five in-
tegers is gathered from each processor and the resulting array is saved on all four
processors.
Derived datatypes. In all the examples from the Figures above the message con-
tained an array of data of one type which was saved in contiguous memory locations.
It is very often necessary to send non-contiguous data items or data items each with
a different type. For these cases MPI provides functions to build a so-called derived
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datatype which in essence keeps an address of each data item and its type. Derived
datatype can be then passed to any communication function as a type parameter. The
derived datatype for n data items can be expressed as
(t0, d0), (t1, d1), . . . , (tn−1, dn−1) (2.4)
where ti is the type of data of i-th data item and di is the displacement from the first data
item in bytes. When the derived datatype is passed to the communication function, the
starting address of the first data item is provided. The i-th address of the i-th data item
can be calculated by using the displacement di.
MPI_Type_create_struct(parameters) is the most general function for building a
derived datatype. The user must pass the following parameters to the function: count
(how many data items will be sent), block_lengths[] (each data item does not have
to be 1 number, it can be an array of numbers of the same type), displacements[]
(displacement of each data item from the first item), typelist[] (data type of each data
item) and new_mpi_t (a pointer to the newly created datatype).
Figure 2.16: Parameters needed to build a derived datatype tdd from a structure dd
which contains an array of 5 integers and an array of 5 numbers of type double.
In order to find a displacement of each data item, the address of each must be found
first. MPI provides a function MPI_Get_address(data_item, &address) which returns
an address of an argument data_item and saves it into an argument address. When
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all addresses of all data items are found, displacement from the first data item can be
calculated for each item (displacement of the first one is equal to zero). After the new
datatype is built, it cannot be used until a MPI function MPI_Type_commit(new_mpi_t)
is called.
Figure 2.16 illustrates the building of a derived datatype tdd for a user-defined
structure dd. The structure contains two arrays, 5 numbers long, of types int and dou-
ble. Since the C guarantees that both arrays in the structure will be stored in contiguous
memory locations, it is possible to view them as one long array and to calculate the dis-
placement of the second array from the beginning of the first one. All the parameters
needed for building the derived datatype tdd are given in the Figure 2.16.
Since it is fairly expensive to build the derived datatype, it should ideally be re-used
many times during the execution of the program. All the main communication events
in the proposed FDEM parallelisation strategies use derived datatypes, see Chapters
3.10.2 and 3.12.
2.4.2.2 Parallel Output Operations
MPI provides support to perform parallel Input/Output (I/O) operations from version
2. It should be noted that MPI provides support only for unformatted binary files. Only
the basic MPI output functions will be explained since only the output is parallelised
in the proposed FDEM parallelisation.
MPI_File_open(parameters) function opens the file with a specified name. The
first parameter in the function is a communicator. This means, if the communicator
is MPI_COMM_WORLD, all processors have access to the opened file. The next
arguments are a file name, a mode of access (read, write or both) and info argument
(can be omitted by using MPI_INFO_NULL). The last one is a file handle returned by
the function. Function MPI_File_close(file_handle) closes the specified file.
A function MPI_File_write(parameters) writes specified data which are saved in a
buffer into output file. The parameters for the function are: file handle, buffer contain-
ing output data, count of data items, type of data and a status which can be omitted by
using MPI_STATUS_IGNORE).
Since the output file is opened on all processors specified by the communicator,
each processor can write into the file. Thus, the file is shared among processors and
the output file consists of contributions from all processors in the communicator. It is
up to the user to set a so-called file view for each processor, which is a part of the file
accessible only by a specified processor. The function MPI_File_set_view(parameters)
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allows the user to set the file view for each processor.
Figure 2.17: Each processor writes into the output file an array of a structure dd which
contains an array of 5 integers and an array of 5 numbers of type double. Derived
datatypes tddm and tdde are built for the structure and an extent of etype tdde is found.
File view is set for each processor by using numbers of data items for each processor
and the extent of etype. Numbers of data items of etype tdde on processors 0, 1, 2 and
3 are 4, 4, 3 and 5, respectively.
The file view comprises three values: displacement, etype and filetype. Displace-
ment is a number of bytes from the beginning of the file. Etype is the unit of data access
and filetype points to the part of file visible to the processor as well as holding the in-
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formation about the type of data. Both etype and filetype can be derived datatypes.
The arguments of the function are the file handle, displacement, etype, filetype, data
representation (for instance to specify that the data will be written in the file as they
appear in the memory) and info.
The main advantage of constructing a file view from a derived datatype is the pos-
sibility to write into file a set of noncontiguous data. The use of the derived datatype
introduces a problem, since the displacement in the datatype is in bytes (memory repre-
sentation) but, for writing into a file, it must be expressed in the file data representation.
This can be done by using a function MPI_File_get_type_extent(parameters). The pa-
rameters of the function are a file handle and a derived datatype. The last parameter is
an extent which is returned by the function.
To summarise, by using the above functions, it is possible for every processor to
write its output data in parallel into one shared output file. The use of the functions
above is illustrated by writing an array of a structure into the output file. The structure
contains an array of 5 integers and an array of 5 numbers of type double, see Figure
2.17.
2.5 Parallel Processing of Methods of Discontinua
2.5.1 Introduction
A typical approach to parallelisation in the field of methods of discontinua is to divide
the computational domain into many smaller pieces (sub-domains). This approach
is referred to as domain decomposition. The two main objectives of parallelisation
are to have a balanced workload (load/CPU time on each processor ideally being the
same) and that the amount of data exchanged between processors during communica-
tion should be as small as possible.
The main feature of any method of discontinua is a large number of separate bod-
ies (discrete elements, particles, atoms etc.) moving and interacting with each other.
The distribution of these bodies within the computational domain is changing in an
unpredictable way during the run of the simulation. If the parallelisation is employed,
this causes the migration of bodies from one processor (sub-domain) to another and,
eventually a workload imbalance is created. This, in turn, decreases the efficiency of
the parallel implementation. Thus, the dynamic domain decomposition and load bal-
ancing (redistribution of bodies among processors) must be employed in order to keep
the workload imbalance to a minimum.
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In the rest of this chapter an overview of some of the most commonly used dynamic
domain decomposition techniques is presented and their main features are discussed.
2.5.2 Dynamic Domain Decomposition and Load Balancing
Two main approaches to dynamic domain decomposition exist: geometric and topo-
logical.61 The partitioning of the computational domain in geometric methods is based
on dividing the domain according to the location of all bodies within the domain while
the partitioning in topological methods is based on exploiting the connectivity of inter-
actions. From this connectivity, a graph can be constructed, expressing the distribution
of load within the domain.
Independently from geometric or topological methods stands a master/slave ap-
proach. The main idea of this parallel programming model is to keep one processor
(master) distributing the work between the remaining processors (slaves). This ap-
proach is quite easy to implement. It is suitable for problems where tasks assigned to
slaves can be solved independently from other processors and the computation on each
slave can be performed asynchronously from other processors. This property makes
the master/slave approach unsuitable for methods of discontinua.
2.5.2.1 Geometric Methods
In a typical problem of any method of discontinua the bodies located within a com-
putational domain interact with each other only if they are located in a close prox-
imity. Thus, if a domain is sliced by a line in 2D or by a plane in 3D into two sub-
domains, each sub-domain has bodies located within its boundaries. In addition, both
sub-domains also have to keep copies of bodies intersected by the slice and, during
the run of the simulation, the communication between sub-domains is needed for these
copies.
Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) method. This method uses orthogonal
planes to coordinate axes in order to partition the domain recursively. The domain is
first partitioned along the x direction in such a way that the resulting two partitions
will each have the same amount of computations assigned. Then these two partitions
are divided along the y direction independently from each other following the same
rule. The resulting four partitions are again divided along the x direction, etc. until the
specified number of partitions is reached. This method was first introduced by Berger
and Bokhari11 as a static load balancing algorithm but it can also be used for dynamic
load balancing. This algorithm is implicitly incremental since the small change in the
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position of the object within the domain will introduce only a small change in partition-
ing. Therefore, the following redistribution of elements between sub-domains comes
at a smaller cost, since only a small amount of elements located in close proximity of
borders needs to be sent to another processor. In addition, the RCB algorithm is easy
to implement. For all these reasons it is often used for load balancing. It has been
successfully applied, for instance, to Pseudo-Particle Modelling (PPM),105, 194 SPH147
and FDEM simulations.191, 192
Unbalanced Recursive Bisection (URB) method. This method is a modification
of the RCB algorithm presented by Jones and Plassmann.77 The original RCB algo-
rithm creates partitions by dividing the load in half, with no regard to the shape of the
resulting domain. If a rectangle is much longer along one direction than the other, the
communication cost along that direction will be increased. Thus, the URB algorithm
considers the geometric shape during the partitioning to avoid rectangles with large
aspect ratios. Since this method is a modification of the RCB algorithm, the URB
algorithm is incremental as well.
Recursive Inertial Bisection (RIB) method. This method was first introduced by
Williams.201 The domain is divided by planes, which are orthogonal not to a coordinate
axis but to a principal axis of inertia calculated from the combined mass of all bodies
comprising the simulation. All bodies are assumed to be point masses. This approach
gives partitions of better quality than RCB and URB but the method is not incremental
and it is a bit more expensive.61
Other purely geometric load balancing algorithms exist but never became as pop-
ular as the methods described above. These include partitioning of the domain by
circles/spheres112 or partitioning into Voronoi cells.42, 177
Octree Partitioning.27, 45, 113 This method is also known as Space-Filling Curve
(SFC).145 To construct a so-called octree, the domain is divided into 8 regions (in
3D) by splitting each axis in half (regardless of positions of objects within domain).
Then the same is done for each region if it contains multiple objects until each re-
gion contains one object. The information about relationships between these regions
is stored in the octree. The root of the octree is the original global domain. When the
global domain is divided into 8 regions, 8 child octants of the root are created, etc. By
performing a tree search, the global ordering of an object can be found and this infor-
mation can be used for partitioning. Thus, each resulting partition is a combination of
many small regions and the partition shape is not a simple box. SFC partitioning is an
incremental algorithm. This method was successfully applied to, for instance, adaptive
mesh refinement.135, 143
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2.5.2.2 Topological Methods
Local methods. As the name suggests, the workload is balanced only on a current
processor and its neighbouring processors. Each processor is assigned its own neigh-
bourhood. These methods are iterative and, in one iteration, load is balanced within
each neighbourhood. The whole global grid can be balanced during a number of itera-
tions since assigned neighbourhoods are overlapping by design.
Each iteration is CPU inexpensive since it is performed only on a small group of
processors and, if the method is used for local improvement around the processor with
highest workload, then the performance of the whole system can be improved at a
small cost. On the other hand, to achieve an even workload over the whole global grid
of processors, many iterations may be needed. Also, using a local method leads to
lower partition quality.
Local methods are incremental and they scale well with increasing number of pro-
cessors. Local mesh refinement during the run of the simulation is one of the cases
for which these methods are well suited. For a typical simulation in methods of dis-
continua, involving a majority of objects moving and migrating between processors, it
may be better to use a global method.
It should be noted that unlike global methods, local methods can be asynchronous.
If the method is synchronous, then the behaviour of the system is similar to the global
method where less loaded processors must wait for processors with a higher workload.
The load balancing is performed when the system is synchronized.27, 32, 189, 190, 196 If
the method is asynchronous, less loaded processors can start load balancing within its
neighbourhood while processors with a higher workload are still computing. Asyn-
chronous methods are much more difficult to implement. They can be implemented by
using threads22, 195, 205 or by sending messages.39, 198, 199
The local load balancing can be divided into two separate steps. The first step deter-
mines how much work to send, and to which processor, and the second step determines
which object will be migrated.
The first step is usually solved by employing a diffusion model30 or some of
its variations (demand-driven model,39, 198, 199, 196 dimensional exchange30, 198, 206 and
other33, 66, 68, 69, 80, 162, 165). The second step is usually solved by an algorithm which
was first presented by Kernighan and Lin (KL algorithm)88 or a modification of it.189, 169
There is a wide range of variations of both the diffusion model and the KL algorithm
and it is out of the scope of this chapter to list and describe them all. An excellent
review was presented by Hendrickson and Devine.61
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Graph partitioners. In the graph model of computation, a task is represented in
the graph as a vertex. If one task needs data owned by the other task (data depen-
dency), the corresponding vertices are connected by an edge. The amount of compu-
tation is represented by a weight and the weight can be associated with both vertices
and edges. Graph partitioners are usually employed to divide the computational mesh.
These methods are mostly static and the partitioning is performed as a separate pre-
processing task before the simulation. It follows that these methods are not very suit-
able for parallelisation of any method of discontinua. Nevertheless, attempts have been
made to employ these for parallelisation of MD,202 coupled DEM/CFD simulation79or
FDEM.138 Some popular graph partitioners are described below.
Recursive Spectral Bisection (RSB) method was first presented by Simon172 and
is based on a graph bisection partitioner introduced by Pothen et al.150 It calculates
an eigenvector of a Laplacian matrix of the graph. The values in the eigenvector give
information about the weight of vertices in the graph and the graph can be partitioned
if the vertices are sorted by their weight. This method is very expensive compared
with geometric methods but the partitions are of a high quality. RSB method is not
incremental.
Multilevel methods17, 62, 85 are very popular partitioning algorithms. In the first
step the graph is coarsened by joining vertices together in order to construct a smaller
graph. This step is repeated until a sufficiently small graph is obtained. In the second
step the smallest graph is partitioned. The third step involves a multilevel refinement
which involves going back through each step until the original graph is reached. In
each step the partition is refined. ParMETIS84, 86, 169 and JOSTLE190, 188 can serve as
examples of parallel implementations of multilevel methods.
2.5.3 Parallel Processing of the Combined Finite-Discrete Element
Method
The typical FDEM analysis combines a finite element-based analysis of continua with
a discrete element-based transient dynamics, contact detection and contact interaction.
While the parallelisation of both Finite Element Method (FEM) and Discrete Element
method is covered in many published papers and books, the parallelisation of FDEM
is somewhat less explored. The parallelisation solutions for FEM and DEM have a
fundamentally different approach to the problem (while FEM in most cases does not
need dynamic domain decomposition and load balancing, DEM does) and thus each
of them cannot be directly utilised for the parallelisation of FDEM, which combines
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features of both methods. An overview of the parallelisation efforts in DEM and related
methods of discontinua is presented in Chapter 2.3. It is divided into sub-chapters
corresponding with the parallel architecture used in each implementation.
Dynamic domain decomposition strategy for finite-discrete element simulation for
shared-memory parallel computers was presented by Owen and Feng138, 139. The finite
element computation and discrete element computation was dynamically partitioned
independently in the parallel implementation. A partitioner termed ParMETIS86 (a
MPI implementation of one of the most commonly used topological partitioners called
METIS83) has been employed. Parallelisation for distributed-memory parallel com-
puters following multiple-instructions/multiple-data (MIMD) paradigm was done by
Wang et al.192, 191. A master/slave approach was adopted in the above parallel im-
plementations which means one master processor handles domain decomposition and
load balancing tasks and distributes work to slave processors.
Munjiza et al.122 presented some general strategies for parallelisation of FDEM.
A hardware independent FDEM parallelisation framework by using Virtual Parallel
Machine (PVM) and a static partitioner has been presented by Lei et al.95 Schiava
D’Albano167 developed a static domain decomposition based parallelisation of FDEM
by using Message-Passing Interface (MPI).
Since the use of the GPU architecture for numerical simulations is a relatively
new idea, the parallelisation efforts of FDEM utilizing GPUs is limited. The GPU
implementation of FDEM which is based on an open source FDEM code Y2D has
been presented by Zhang et al.209 The GPU parallelisation of coupled FEM/DEM
approach (CDEM) has been presented by Wang et al.193 and Ma et al.106
2.5.3.1 A Novel FDEM parallelisation strategy
The parallelisation strategy presented in this thesis builds on a master/slave approach
developed for distributed-memory systems by Wang et al.192, 191. Unlike Wang et.al.192, 191
all tasks (domain decomposition, load balancing, etc.) are performed concurrently on
all processors. Parallelisation library chosen is Message-Passing Interface (MPI)141, 58.
The work presented is aimed at distributed-memory systems but can be used also on
the shared-memory system.
The parallelisation strategy is designed around a dynamic domain decomposition
approach using a modified Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) algorithm.174 Com-
bined with the fact that all tasks are performed concurrently on all processors, this
requires the design of the parallel implementation to be quite different from previous
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parallelisation efforts. The input/output operations, the classification of finite elements
(triangular elements), contact detection and contact interaction are re-designed so that
they can be used together with the chosen partitioner and a completely new approach
for the classification of joint elements is presented.
Since the joint elements are not supplied in the input file a novel parallel mesh
engine is developed. This engine is for the purpose of generating joint elements on all
processors concurrently during the run of the parallel implementation and as well as
resolving the classification of each joint element according to its position in the sub-
domain. Another function of the mesh engine is to turn the finite element mesh into a
collection of discrete elements (heap of particles).
The design of the calculation of nodal forces and their exchange around the borders
of sub-domains prohibits the use of an optimized communication engine offered by the
parallelisation library. Its use would result in incorrect values of nodal forces. Thus
a completely new communication engine is presented. The communication engine is
tailored for the unique geometric properties of the grid of sub-domains generated by
the modified RCB algorithm. Numerical simulations show that the communication
scales well with the increasing number of processors (see Chapters 4 and 5).
Any dynamic domain decomposition based parallelisation strategy requires the
moving of elements between sub-domains as well as load balancing and subsequent
re-distribution of elements between sub-domains. A new implementation of these
functions is presented with the developed classification of triangular/joint elements
and geometric properties of the grid of sub-domains in mind.
The complete design of the FDEM parallel implementation covering all areas men-
tioned above is described in detail in Chapter 3.
2.6 Performance of a Parallel Implementation
The main reason for parallelising a sequential program is to increase performance.
Thus, it is necessary to introduce some metrics by which the performance of a parallel
implementation can be measured. Speedup and efficiency are the most commonly used
performance metrics in parallel computing.
Speedup. The speedup is the ratio between the execution time of the sequential
program ts and the execution time of its parallel implementation on p processors tp
S =
ts
tp
(2.5)
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According to some authors, the execution time of the sequential program should
be for the best sequential algorithm run on the fastest computer.142 In practice ts is
measured for a sequential program on which parallel implementation is based and run
on one processor of the parallel machine. In case of the heterogeneous HPC cluster
where each node contains multicore processors, the sequential program is run on a
single core.
The execution time of the parallel implementation depends on the number of pro-
cessors p used. In the case when:
tp =
ts
p
(2.6)
the speedup is called linear. In other words linear speedup is when the speedup S is
equal to the number of processors p used. In practice speedup is usually smaller. If we
substitute equation 2.6 into equation 2.5 then the speedup is:
S5 ts
ts/p
= p (2.7)
It should be noted that superlinear speedup, when S > p is also possible but it
is, in most cases, caused by the extra amount of memory available on the parallel
system. Another reason for this behaviour is when the implementation of the sequential
program is not optimal.197
As noted above, the speedup is usually smaller than the number of processors p
used. This is an unavoidable consequence of parallelising a sequential program. Run-
ning a program on multiple processors always introduces some overhead. For instance,
in the case of a distributed-memory system, the overhead includes communication be-
tween nodes over the interconnecting network. The speed of data transfer is usually
much slower than the local memory access. Thus the communication overhead is ex-
pected to be smaller for shared-memory systems. Another overhead is in the case a
domain decomposition is employed to parallelise FDEM code, since it is necessary
to check the position of objects comprising the simulation and, if necessary, migrate
objects from one processor to another.
The total execution time tp on p processors can be expressed as:
tp =
ts
p
+ to (2.8)
where to is a total parallel overhead which includes communication, migration of ob-
jects, etc.
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The speedup obtained on p processors is generally expected to improve with in-
creasing the problem size, since the amount of computation increases while the parallel
overhead stays the same.
Efficiency. The efficiency E of the parallel implementation is defined as a ratio
between speedup S and the number of processors p. If the equation 2.5 is substituted
then the efficiency can be expressed as follows:
E =
S
p
=
ts
p · tp (2.9)
Amdahl’s law. It should be noted that the sequential program cannot often be
parallelised as a whole. If the fraction which cannot be parallelised is f then the total
computational time on p processors will be f ts+(1− f )ts/p. The part f ts is time spent
calculating the sequential fraction of the program and (1− f )ts/p is the execution time
of the parallelised fraction of the program. By substituting the total computational time
into equation 2.5 the speedup can be expressed as:
S =
ts
f ts+(1− f )ts/p (2.10)
After eliminating ts the speedup is:
S =
p
f (p−1)+1 (2.11)
The equation 2.11 is known as Amdahl’s law.5 Put into words, it means that the max-
imum obtained speedup, even for thousands of processors, is limited. The maximum
speedup depends on the fraction f of the sequential code which could not be paral-
lelised. Equation 2.11 can be rewritten into:
S =
1
f +(1− f )/p (2.12)
For p→ ∞ the speedup is:
S
p→∞=
1
f
(2.13)
If just one percent of the code cannot be parallelised, then the maximum speedup
calculated from equation 2.13 will be equal to 100 even if the code is run on thousands
of processors. In practice this is not true. All the equations above assume that the
speedup is only a function of the number of processors S(p). In fact the speedup
S(p,n) is a function of both the number of processors p and the number of objects
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(problem size) in the simulation n. Thus, with increasing the problem size, the fraction
f decreases and the speedup grows.
Scalability. In context of the parallel program performance the parallel program
is scalable, if the efficiency E (eq. 2.9) remains constant while both the problem size
and the number of processors increase at the same rate.142 The case, when efficiency
E remains constant while the number of processors is increasing and the problem size
is fixed, is called strong scaling. The weak scaling, on the other hand, occurs in the
case of the efficiency E remaining constant, while both the number of processors and
the problem size increase at the same rate.
2.7 Floating Point Arithmetic
Many real numbers cannot be stored in the memory of the computer exactly. Due to
the limited amount of memory, each is stored as a floating point number, which is only
an approximate representation of the real number. Also, mathematical operations on
floating point numbers produce results too big to be stored whole in the memory and
the result must be rounded in order to get its finite representation. This introduces a
so-called rounding error which is an unavoidable consequence of the floating point
computation.
Any floating point number is saved in the computer’s memory in the following
format:52
±d0.d1d2 · · · dp×β e (2.14)
where d0.d1d2 · · · dp is a significand with precision p, β is a base and e is an exponent.
The real number is rounded to the closest floating point number. The relative error
of this operation can be calculated as follows:
relative error =
real number− f loating point representation
real number
(2.15)
When the real number is rounded to the floating point number, the maximum relative
error of this operation is bounded by a so-called machine epsilon ε . The values of
machine epsilon are prescribed by IEEE standard and they depend on the precision p,
base β and the number of bits allocated in the memory (in C++ data type float, double).
The presence of the rounding error has one very important consequence for the
scientific computation executed in parallel: The results obtained for exactly the same
input file executed on a different number of processors p will vary from each other
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and it follows that the result calculated by using sequential version of the same code
will be different as well. This is because of the fact that, for instance, a summation of
contact forces (in DEM, FDEM simulation) will be performed for different numbers
of processors p in a different order, which introduces an error in summation.
The error in summation can be shown by a simple algorithm. If we create an array
of one million numbers of type double and fill it with numbers 0.1, 1.1, · · · ,999999.1
and then perform a summation of all numbers in ascending order and then in descend-
ing order, the results will be:
sum ascending = 499999599995.69922
sum descending = 499999599985.11359
(2.16)
It can be seen from the results in equation 2.16 that the difference is around 10.5. The
starting number 0.1 was chosen because it cannot be saved in the memory accurately
because of the conversion to the binary format. Thus, it is represented only by a floating
point approximation. The results in equation 2.16 were obtained on a computer with
64-bit operating system.
The approximate representation of real numbers can also lead to the sensitivity to
initial conditions and the loss of symmetry in the discontinua simulation as pointed out
by Munjiza.121
It is out of the scope of this thesis to provide details about all aspects of floating
point arithmetic. An excellent review was presented by Goldberg.52
Chapter 3
NOVEL SPACE DECOMPOSITION
BASED PARALLEL SOLUTIONS FOR
THE COMBINED FINITE-DISCRETE
ELEMENT METHOD
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a complete description of both the design and the implemen-
tation of the proposed parallel solutions. All main areas are covered in detail, in-
cluding the classification of triangular/joint elements, contact detection and contact
interaction, migration of elements between processors, load balancing and subsequent
re-distribution of elements, as well as the proposed communication engine.
A geometric partitioner based on Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) algorithm,
first introduced by Berger and Bokhari,11 has been adopted in this work because shapes
of sub-domains generated by ParMETIS and other graph partitioners are irregular and,
therefore, add to the complexity of a parallel implementation.
In order to demonstrate the parallelisation strategy developed in this thesis, the
computational domain is partitioned into a rectangular grid of sub-domains generated
by a modified RCB algorithm.174 Each sub-domain is assigned to a single processor
in the PC cluster. The parallelisation strategy aims at performing all tasks (domain
decomposition, load balancing) concurrently on all processors.
Sequential FDEM program (Y2D code) is written in C, and Message-Passing In-
terface (MPI)141, 58 has been chosen as the parallelisation library. MPI is one of the
56
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most commonly used libraries for parallel programming. Message passing is used to
exchange data between processors meaning processors coordinate their activities by
explicitly sending and receiving messages. A short overview of MPI is given in Chap-
ter 2.4.2. It should be noted that each MPI process is assigned to one processor, so
words process, processor and sub-domain can be interchangeably used.
3.2 Layout of a Sequential FDEM code
A single processor, in-house, finite-discrete element program called Y2D was origi-
nally designed for the purpose of demonstrating some concepts described in Munjiza’s
"The Combined Finite Discrete Element Method".117
The equations of motion of the finite-discrete element system is solved by a time
integration scheme, based on a central difference method, in which FDEM code per-
forms at each time step:
• Calculation of internal forces:
– forces calculated from deformation of finite elements,
– forces calculated from deformation (opening, sliding) of joint elements.
• Application of external loads.
• Contact detection.
• Contact interaction (contact forces).
• Solution of equations of motion for each element separately.
• Writing output (only in time steps specified in input file).
Details on each computational procedure and methods used can be found in Munjiza’s
FDEM book.117 The whole sequential Y2D code is summarized in Figure 3.1.
3.3 Layout of a Parallel FDEM code
In order to implement a parallel version of the Y2D code, some additional calculations
must be performed. Firstly, forces of elements located on boundaries between sub-
domains must be exchanged in each time step.
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Secondly, since a typical FDEM problem is dynamic in nature, it is necessary to
migrate elements between sub-domains during the run of the simulation. If a work-
load imbalance is too big, re-partitioning and load balancing must be performed. A
flowchart of the parallel Y2D code is in Figure 3.2. Coloured boxes in Figure 3.2 rep-
resent newly created parallel functions as well as originally sequential functions, but
with major changes in order to work in parallel. Design and implementation of each
function is described in detail in the following chapters.
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of a sequential Y2D code.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of a parallel Y2D code.
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3.4 Classification of Elements Depending on their Lo-
cation within Sub-domain
3.4.1 Buffer Zone around Borders of Sub-domain
The shape of each sub-domain is set to a rectangle in order to adopt a chosen partition-
ing algorithm. A buffer zone is introduced around the borders of each sub-domain, see
Figure 3.3. The size of each sub-domain is therefore expanded by half the size of the
buffer zone and the sub-domains are overlapping the borders. Elements located in the
overlapping region are shared among the processors these sub-domains were assigned
to.
Figure 3.3: A buffer-zone introduced around borders of sub-domain.
The buffer zone is created for the purpose of controlling the frequency of domain
decomposition (migration of elements from one processor to another) which is a very
expensive operation in terms of CPU time. Hence the elements are not migrated be-
tween each processor in every time step but only if the maximum distance travelled
exceeds the specified value.
The size of the buffer zone BDD is closely tied to the size of the buffer controlling
the frequency of contact detection BCD, since the migration of elements requires new
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contact detection search to be performed. The size of the buffer zone BDD is calculated
as follows:
BDD = BCD · IDD (3.1)
where IDD is a parameter bigger or equal to 1.
The size of the buffer zone has a big impact on the performance of the parallel
implementation. A larger size means higher numbers of elements in the sub-domain
which means an increase of computation and communication for each time step. On
the other hand, the frequency of domain decomposition will decrease. A smaller buffer
zone means there are less elements in the sub-domain therefore, a decrease in compu-
tation and communication for each time step, but the domain decomposition will be
performed more often, increasing the cost of domain decomposition. Consequently,
the size of the buffer must be chosen based on numerical experiments to achieve the
best overall performance of the parallel implementation, see Chapter 4.
3.4.2 Status of Constant Strain Triangular Element
Since domain decomposition is performed using a geometric approach, all elements
are divided into several categories depending on their location within the sub-domain.
If a constant strain triangular element is located totally inside the sub-domain, it is
marked as internal (A), see Figure 3.4. An element overlapping with the buffer zone
of sub-domain is marked as interfacial. Thus, the status of the element can be either
internal or interfacial. Depending on the location of an element, interfacial elements
can be divided into three categories (Figure 3.4):
• Element located at the border between two sub-domains is shared among two
processors and marked as interfacial (B).
• If an element is located at the corner and shared among three processors, it is
marked as interfacial (C3). This rule actually applies only to two out of three
processors. For the third processor the element is located at right/left border of
sub-domain and top/bottom borders of neighbouring two processors, see Figure
3.4.
• If an element is located at the corner and shared among four processors, it is
marked as interfacial (C4).
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Figure 3.4: A status of a constant strain triangular element.
3.4.3 Status of Joint Elements
The joint element in the FDEM code is a four-node element functioning as a bond
between triangular elements. The joint element represents a fracture mechanism called
"discrete crack model" developed by Munjiza117 in order to introduce a transition from
continua to discontinua in the Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method.
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Figure 3.5: A status of a joint element: a) a combination of A-A/B, b) a combination
of B-B.
Figure 3.6: A status of a joint element for a combination of C4-C4.
The status of the joint element is not based on the location within the sub-domain
but rather on the combination statuses of the two triangular elements it is attached to:
• An internal triangular element (A) in combination with any other status gives
internal joint element (A), see Figure 3.5a.
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Figure 3.7: A status of a joint element for a combination of C3-C3.
Figure 3.8: A status of a joint element for a combination of B-B located at perpendic-
ular borders.
• Combinations of B-B, C4-C4 and C3-C3 give interfacial joint element B (Figure
3.5b), C4 (Figure 3.6) and C3 (Figure 3.7) respectively with two exceptions:
– For the combination of B-B if one triangular element is located at the hori-
zontal border and the second one is located at the vertical border, the joint
element must be marked at internal (A), see Figure 3.8.
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– For the combination of C3-C3 if one triangular element is located at the
corner and the second one is located on the same processor at the right/left
border, the status of the joint element must be interfacial (B) since the joint
is shared only by two processors out of four, see Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: A status of a joint element for a combination of C3-C3 located at corner-
border.
Figure 3.10: A status of a joint element for combinations of B-C3/C4 and C3-C4.
• A combination of B-C3/C4 gives a status of joint element as B (Figure 3.10)
since both triangular elements are located only on two processors and only one
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triangular element is present on the remaining processor(s).
• A combination of C3-C4 gives interfacial joint element C3 since interfacial tri-
angular element is shared among three processors, see Figure 3.10.
• Joint element attached to only one triangular element is deleted, see Figures 3.5-
3.10.
3.5 Domain Decomposition
Since a typical problem in FDEM dynamically changes in an unpredictable way during
the run of the simulation, a dynamic partitioner must be chosen to perform domain
decomposition. A modified RCB algorithm174 is used to decompose the computational
domain.
Figure 3.11: Partitioning to 16 sub-domains performed a) non-hierarchically, b) hier-
archically.
An advantage of the modified RCB algorithm is a significant reduction in the com-
plexity of programming since number of neighbouring processors at each horizontal
border is fixed to one, see Figure 3.11. The modified RCB algorithm is partitioning
the computational domain hierarchically unlike the original RCB algorithm which is
partitioning the domain randomly. Hierarchical partitioning means the domain is sys-
tematically partitioned at different levels. The number of partition levels equals the
dimensionality of the domain; two for a 2D problem.
Figure 3.11a shows a 2D grid of 16 sub-domains created by the original RCB algo-
rithm and Figure 3.11b shows a 2D grid partitioned by the modified RCB algorithm. It
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is evident that the modified RCB algorithm is partitioning the computational domain in
two steps. In the first step the domain is divided in x direction into a specified number
of columns each with equal load and, in second step, each column is again divided in
y direction into a specified number of rows.
Algorithm 3.1 Partitioning in x direction.
1: integer irow, icol; . Number of rows (columns).
2: integer nelem; . Sum of all cells in the whole computational domain.
3: Calculate nelem;
4: xelem = nelem/icol; . Target load for each column.
5: for (i = 0; i < (icol−1) ; i++) do . Last column uses global border.
6: Set psum, csumto zero; . Previous (current) sum set to zero.
7: for (ix = xcell; ix < ncelxg; ix++) do . ncelxg is global number of x cells.
8: psum = csum;
9: csum = csum+ sum o f all ix cells;
10: if csum= xelem then . Is greater or equal than target load.
11: di f f 1 = csum− xelem; . Difference at current cell.
12: di f f 2 = psum− xelem; . Difference at previous cell.
13: if di f f 1= di f f 2 then
14: Save border i at previous cell (ix−1);
15: xcell = ix; . Set xcell for next column.
16: else
17: Save border i at current cell (ix);
18: xcell = ix+1; . Set xcell for next column.
19: end if
20: break;
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
In order to determine the load during partitioning, the computational domain is
discretized into fine cells and the load in each cell is determined. In the case of first
domain decomposition at the start of the simulation the load is given by the number of
elements in each cell, as the partitioning is finished before the first contact detection
search is performed. Estimation of load in each cell during load balancing is described
in detail in Chapter 3.11.
The whole partitioning algorithm can be outlined as follows:
1. Discretize computational domain into cells and determine load in each cell, see
Chapter 3.11 for details.
2. Partition the domain in x direction into specified number o columns, see Algo-
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rithm 3.1.
3. Loop over all created columns and partition each into specified number of rows
by using Algorithm 3.1 again (coordinate x in the algorithm is replaced by y
coordinate and nelem is replaced by the sum of all cells in the corresponding
column).
Domain decomposition is done at the start of the simulation and then every time load
balancing is triggered. After the first domain decomposition is finished, the processor
with rank 0 checks the position of elements (according to rules described in Chapter
3.3) and distributes the input data to remaining processors. For details on load balanc-
ing see Chapter 3.11.
3.6 Parallelisation of Meshing
3.6.1 Introduction
The mesh function in sequential Y2D code includes a couple of algorithms with dif-
ferent capabilities. It is essential to parallelize at least two of those algorithms in order
to fully utilize FDEM.
The first algorithm generates joint elements for a given finite element mesh and
therefore enables fracture and fragmentation. This algorithm is a necessary part of
Y2D code since no external mesh generator is available to accomplish this. Figure
3.12 shows an example of a joint element generated between two triangular elements.
Joints are also generated on remaining edges as well but these joints belong only to
one triangular element.
Figure 3.12: Joint element generated between two triangular elements.
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Figure 3.13: Discrete elements generated from two finite elements.
The second algorithm separates nodes from each other and, hence, turns finite ele-
ments into a heap of separate particles, i.e. discrete elements, see Figure 3.13.
It is evident from Figures 3.12 and 3.13 that both algorithms are very similar.
Copies of original nodes are created in both cases and created nodes are connected
by joint elements in the first case.
3.6.2 Global Numbers of Nodes
In order to make movement of elements and nodes possible, a global ID (GID) of trian-
gular elements and nodes must be introduced. This is done on the processor with rank
0 during domain decomposition at the start of the simulation. These global numbers
are then distributed to remaining processors with the rest of the input data and stored
in the database.
Figure 3.14: Elements shared by four processors to be meshed in parallel.
If either meshing algorithm is called, new nodes are created and each new node
must be assigned a unique global ID. Moreover nodes created by the meshing of in-
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terfacial elements are present on more than one processor and it is necessary to ensure
that the same node is assigned the same global ID on all the processors it belongs to.
Figure 3.15: Nodes created by meshing of interfacial elements C4.
To resolve an assignment of global IDs of nodes properly, triangular elements can-
not be meshed in random order. Interfacial and internal elements on each processor
(see Figure 3.14) must be processed during meshing in the following order:
• Interfacial elements C4 located at top-right, top-left, bottom-left and bottom-
right corner respectively, see Figure 3.15.
• Interfacial elements C3 located at top-right, top-left, bottom-left and bottom-
right corner respectively, see Figure 3.16.
• Interfacial elements C3 located at right and left border respectively (each neigh-
bouring border separately), see Figure 3.16.
• Interfacial elements B located at: a) right border and each segment (neighbouring
processor) separately in the ascending order, b) top border, c) left border and
each segment separately in the ascending order, d) bottom border (Figure 3.17).
• All internal elements A (Figure 3.17).
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Figure 3.16: Nodes created by meshing of interfacial elements C3.
Each status is meshed separately and the count of new nodes is saved. As a result,
the count of new nodes for the corresponding border/corner is exactly the same on
corresponding processors. For instance the count of new nodes (3 nodes) at top-right
corner on processor with rank 0 is the same as count at top-left, bottom-left and bottom-
right corners on processors 1, 2 and 3 respectively, see Figure 3.15. Moreover these
nodes were created in the exactly same order on all four processors. This enables each
processor to assign correct global IDs independently from the remaining processors.
The next step after meshing is to gather counts of new nodes on each processor. For
that, a MPI function MPI_Allgather() is used. It functions as a collective communi-
cator, gathering messages from each processor and distributing them to all processors.
For instance, if each processor in Figures 3.14-3.17 sends in the message its rank, as a
result of calling MPI_Allgather(), all processors would receive an array of four integer
numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3.
Each processor is required to assign unique global IDs of new nodes created by
meshing the following statuses only and in the following order:
• Interfacial elements C4 located at top-right corner.
• Interfacial elements C3 located at top-right corner.
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• Interfacial elements C3 located at right border (for each neighbouring border
separately), see Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.17: Nodes created by meshing of internal elements A and interfacial elements
B (processors 0 and 2 only).
Figure 3.18: Segments (neighbouring processors) at right/left border for each pro-
cessor.
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Figure 3.19: Gather operation on counts of new nodes saved on each processor.
• Interfacial elements B located at right border and each segment (neighbouring
processor) separately in the ascending order, see Figure 3.18.
• Interfacial elements B located at top border (processor has only one neighbour-
ing processor at top border and therefore one segment only).
• All internal elements A.
Counts of new nodes belonging to the above statuses combined with the global num-
ber of nodes before meshing gives enough information to assign global IDs of nodes
on each processor correctly, hence counts from each processor are gathered by using
MPI_Allgather(), see Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.20: Global numbers of new nodes.
Global IDs of new nodes, created by meshing the above statuses, are assigned
directly on each processor. That means that global IDs for the remaining statuses
are assigned on neighbouring processors, nevertheless, the current processor is able
to calculate what numbers were assigned on neighbouring processors. For example,
for the numbering of nodes created by meshing of interfacial elements C4, see Figure
3.15:
• Processor 0: interfacial elements C4 are located at top-right corner hence num-
bers of new nodes are assigned on current processor. Sum of all counts sump
- on processors with rank irank < iproc (iproc is local processor) is calculated
(sump= 0 since iproc= 0). Global number of nodes before meshing nnopo= 7
is the last information needed to assign IDs to new nodes. Then numbering of
new nodes starts from GID = nnopo+ sump+1 = 8. Three new nodes created
by meshing C4 are therefore assigned numbers 8, 9 and 10, see Figure 3.20.
• Processors 1-3: nodes created by meshing of C4 on these processors must be
assigned the same numbers (8, 9, 10) as on processor 0. Firstly, the rank of
neighbouring processor nproc, where the numbers of nodes for C4 at top-right
corner are assigned, must be found. For instance, at the processor with rank
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2, new nodes are located at the bottom-right corner and the corresponding top-
right corner is located on processor 0, hence nproc = iproc− icol, see Figure
3.18. Secondly, the sum of counts of all previous statuses’ sums in the array
(Figure 3.19) on neighbouring processor (nproc = 0) is calculated (sums = 0).
Since nproc = 0 sum of all counts sump on processors with lower rank than
nproc is equal to 0. This means that processors 1-3 reproduce calculations done
on processor 0 and therefore GID = nnopo+ sums+ sump = 8 and assigned
numbers are 8, 9 and 10, see Figure 3.20.
Algorithm 3.2 Assignment of global IDs of new nodes.
1: integer ∗ i1nnew; . 1D array containing counts of new nodes for each status.
2: integer ∗∗i2nnew; . 2D array containing gathered counts for each processor.
3: integer nnopo; . Global number of nodes before meshing.
4: integer iproc,nproc; . Rank of local processor, neighbouring processor.
5: Gather i1nnew into i2nnew; . MPI_Allgather(), see Figure 3.19.
6: for (istat = 0; istat < nstat; istat++) do . Loop over all element statuses.
7: if istat = local then . If numbering decided on local processor.
8: Calculate sump f or irank < iproc; . Sum of statuses on 0 to irank.
9: GID = nnopo+ sump+1; . Start numbering from GID.
10: for (i = 0; i < i1nnew[istat]; i++) do . Assign numbers (nodes for istat).
11: global ID o f node = GID;
12: GID = GID+1;
13: end for
14: else . If numbering decided on neighbouring processor.
15: Find rank o f neighbouring processor nproc;
16: Calculate sums on nproc; . Sum of statuses < istat on nproc.
17: Calculate sump f or irank < nproc; . Sum of statuses on 0 to irank.
18: GID = nnopo+ sums+ sump+1; . Start numbering from GID.
19: for (i = 0; i < i1nnew[istat]; i++) do . Assign numbers (nodes for istat).
20: global ID o f node = GID;
21: GID = GID+1;
22: end for
23: end if
24: end for
25: nnopo = nnopo+ sum o f the whole i2nnew; . Update global number of nodes.
The remaining statuses, except new nodes of internal elements, are resolved ana-
logically. One processor assigns global IDs of new nodes and corresponding neigh-
bouring processors repeat the same calculations independently. Nodes of internal ele-
ments are only saved in one sub-domain, hence each processor assigns unique global
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IDs to its internal nodes in the same way as to nodes of interfacial elements (calculate
sump and GID). Resulting global numbers of all new nodes are in the Figure 3.20.
The whole process of assigning global IDs of new nodes is summarized in Algo-
rithm 3.2. This algorithm can be used for both joints and discrete elements generation.
3.6.3 Mesh Generation of Joint Elements in Parallel
As mentioned above, generation of joint elements is very similar to discrete elements
generation. Copies of nodes of triangular elements are created and in case of joint
elements generation, these copies are assigned to a joint element, see Figure 3.12. The
topology of the generated joint element from Figure 3.12 would be: 5-6-9-7. Each
joint element is acting as a bond between two triangular elements, connecting an edge
of the first triangular element to an edge of the second one.
Figure 3.21: Joints generated without second triangular element.
Joint elements without a second triangular element are also generated during mesh-
ing. Two types of these elements can exist:
• Joints generated at the boundaries (edges) of the finite element mesh, see Figure
3.21.
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• Joints generated for interfacial elements, for instance, if joint in first sub-domain
belongs to internal (A) and interfacial (B) elements, then corresponding joint in
second sub-domain is missing the first triangular element (internal element in
first sub-domain), see Figure 3.21.
Joints generated for interfacial elements must be deleted according to the rules outlined
in Chapter 3.4.3. Joints located on the boundaries can also be deleted since they do not
act as a bond between triangular elements and, therefore, nodal forces calculated for
these joints are equal to zero.
Triangular elements are not processed randomly during meshing but in a meshing
order (described in the previous chapter) that correctly assigns global IDs to the newly
created nodes. During meshing pointers to each joint’s two triangular elements are
saved into the element database, since this information is readily available.
When the meshing is done, each joint is assigned a status dependent on the com-
bination of statuses of its triangular elements (see Chapter 3.4.3) and joints without a
pointer to a second triangular element are deleted. Empty spaces created by deleting
joints are saved into a singly connected list. These empty spaces are later used for
receiving new joints during the migration of elements, see Chapter 3.11. Lastly, global
IDs of new nodes are assigned, see Chapter 3.6.2.
3.7 Parallelisation of Nodal Forces
Nodal forces are calculated in each time step during time integration of equations of
motion. Those forces include a force calculated from the deformation of a constant
strain triangular element and also forces coming from the deformation of joint ele-
ments, through which surrounding elements act on a current element. Lastly, contacts
between discrete elements introduce contact forces, see Chapter 3.8. All these forces
are added together to produce the total of nodal forces.
Forces arising from the deformation of both triangular and joint elements are calcu-
lated for both internal and interfacial elements. Since interfacial elements are present
on more than one processor and their forces are exchanged among processors in each
time step, forces must be divided by the number of processors among which the ele-
ment is shared.
The number by which the force of an interfacial element is divided can easily be
calculated from the flag assigned to each element (both triangular and joint element)
during domain decomposition. Since each sub-domain is confined to a rectangular
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shape, it has four borders and four corners. Interfacial elements B located at right,
left, top and bottom border are shared between two processors and, therefore, they are
assigned flags 8, 9, 10 and 11 respectively. Interfacial elements C3 (C4) located at
top-right, top-left, bottom-left and bottom-right corner are shared among three (four)
processors and the flags are 12, 13, 14 and 15 (16, 17, 18 and 19) respectively. Internal
elements are assigned number 4 as a flag.
The flag of the element is, as a result, not just providing information about the
status of an element but also about its position. Both the division number and the
location of an element can be calculated as follows:
idiv = f lag/4
ipos = f lag%4
(3.2)
where idiv is a division number and ipos is an element’s position. Operators “/” and
“%” have a C (programming language) meaning for operations on integer numbers.
Both idiv and ipos are used throughout the whole parallel implementation of Y2D
code, especially in contact interaction and migration of elements.
Division number idiv equals 1, 2, 3 and 4 for internal (A) and interfacial elements
(B, C3, C4) respectively. This means it is not necessary to check the status of the
element and the nodal force is simply divided by idiv.
3.8 Parallelisation of Contact Interaction
Contacts between triangular elements result in contact forces which are added to forces
arising from the deformation of triangular and joint elements.
Figure 3.22: Contact force for internal elements.
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Contact force between two triangular elements is divided by a number which de-
pends on the combination of statuses of elements in contact:
• Contact between an internal element with any type of interfacial element (B, C3,
C4) results in unique contact force and this force is “divided” by 1, see Figure
3.22.
Figure 3.23: Contact force for combination of interfacial elements B-B.
• If contact between an interfacial element B and any type of interfacial element
(B, C3, C4) occurs, the contact force is calculated on only two processors out of
two, three or four, hence the force must be divided by 2, see Figures 3.23 and
3.24.
Figure 3.24: Contact forces for combinations of interfacial elements B-C3/C4 and C3-
C4.
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• Contact force for combination of interfacial elements C3 with C3 or C4 is cal-
culated on three processors and the force is divided by 3, see Figure 3.24.
• Lastly contact force for combination C4-C4 must be divided by 4.
It follows from these rules that contact force between two interfacial elements must be
divided by the lower division number idiv (Eq. 3.2) calculated from statuses of both
elements, however, there are two exceptions to this rule:
• If two interfacial elements B are in contact and one element is located at the
horizontal border and the second element at the vertical border, the resulting
contact force must be left intact since corresponding counterparts of elements in
contact are located on two different processors, see Figure 3.25a.
• In the case of contact between two interfacial elements C3, where one element
is located at the corner and the second one is located at the border, the calculated
contact force must be divided by 2, see Figure 3.25b.
Figure 3.25: Contact forces for a) combination of interfacial elements B-B located
at perpendicular borders, b) combination of interfacial elements C3-C3 located at a
border and corner.
When all forces (forces calculated from deformation of triangular and joint ele-
ments and contact forces) are added together, the resulting total nodal forces of inter-
facial elements are exchanged between corresponding processors.
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3.9 Parallelisation of Contact Detection
The rules created for parallel processing of contact interaction (see Chapter 3.8) have
one significant advantage. The contact detection algorithm from a sequential FDEM
code can be used directly in parallel implementation of FDEM code with only a slight
modification. That means each of the processors performs the contact detection on
its local sub-domain independently from other sub-domains, instead of performing
contact search globally on the whole computational domain and parallelising it. As
a result the parallel programming needed to implement contact detection is greatly
simplified.
When the contact detection is performed in a sequential FEEM code, the singly
connected lists of contacting couples are only updated in order to save CPU time,
instead of assembling completely new lists. This feature can be left intact in a parallel
implementation of FDEM code since the buffer around the borders of the sub-domain
is derived from the contact detection buffer and migration of elements introduces only
a small change in the sub-domain. The same can be applied to the re-distribution of
elements during load balancing, since the partitioning algorithm is incremental and
again, only a small change is introduced.
As mentioned above, only a slight modification is needed in order to parallelise
the contact detection algorithm. The reason for the modification is the migration and
re-distribution of elements during load balancing. These two operations do not occur
in the sequential Y2D code and the sequential contact detection algorithm is therefore
not equipped to deal with this situation. Two changes can be introduced by these two
operations:
• Processor receives new elements located around the borders.
• Processor deletes elements that moved outside its sub-domain.
The first option does not pose any problem for the contact detection algorithm since
this is analogical to a new contact between elements. Deletion of elements on the other
hand is something which cannot happen in sequential Y2D code and must be dealt
with. Since lists of contacting couples are only updated, the list of contacting couples
for a deleted element still exists, even though the element is already deleted. The
solution to this problem is quite simple: elements saved in the list of deleted elements
are loaded into the contact detection grid as if they were still present in the sub-domain.
Then, at the stage where the contact detection algorithm checks for elements which
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are no longer in contact, an option is added to deal with the deleted elements. These
elements are then simply removed from the list of contacting couples.
Figure 3.26: Contact detection grid with highlighted cells from which lists of internal
and interfacial elements located in the proximity of each border/corner are assembled.
Figure 3.27: List of internal triangular elements located in the proximity of bottom
border.
During contact detection the sub-domain is discretized into a contact detection grid
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and a list of elements for each cell in the grid is assembled. This information is used to
assemble singly connected lists of internal and interfacial triangular elements located
in the proximity of each border and corner, see Figure 3.26.
Figure 3.27 shows an example of a list assembled for internal elements located in
the proximity of the bottom border from a Figure 3.26. Integer array L contains all
singly connected lists and its size is equal to the number of elements in the database
nelem. Each cell in integer array H holds the first element for one singly connected list
assembled during contact detection. The structure of array H is explained in the Figure
3.28. The size of array H must be calculated from the number of processors in column
icol, since the number of segments nsegm at right/left border is nsegm 5 icol and the
number of neighbouring borders nbor at right/left border (C3 at right/left border) is
nbor 5 (icol−1). In the example in Figure 3.28 nsegm is equal to 2 and nbor is equal
to 1.
Figure 3.28: Structure of an integer array H.
Lists of interfacial elements for each border/corner are used to prepare messages for
the exchange of total nodal forces in each time step. All lists (internal and interfacial
elements) are used to update the status of elements located in the proximity of borders
of the sub-domain, while performing the migration of elements.
3.10 Migration of Elements
A typical problem in the combined-finite discrete element method is a dynamic one,
meaning that discrete elements are moving through the computational domain, interact
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with each other through contact and fracture and fragmentation may occur.
When the domain decomposition is done at the start of the simulation, each proces-
sor is assigned a sub-domain with a fixed size. In every time step the nodal forces of
interfacial elements are exchanged between corresponding processors, and equations
of motion are solved resulting in new positions of elements. It is therefore necessary
to take care of elements either leaving or arriving at the sub-domain. Hence, the mi-
gration of elements from one sub-domain to another is an important part of the parallel
implementation of FDEM code.
Since element migration is expensive in terms of CPU time, its frequency is con-
trolled by a buffer zone (Figure 3.3) introduced around the borders of the sub-domain
(see Chapter 3.4.1) to avoid performing it in every time step. The size of the buffer
zone is calculated from the buffer controlling the frequency of contact detection, see
Eq. 3.1. Migration of elements is therefore performed only if the maximum travelled
distance is bigger or equal to the size of the buffer zone.
The maximum distance travelled is the sum of the maximum distances calculated
in each time step. After the migration of elements, this distance is set to zero. The
travelled distance for all elements is calculated and the maximum value found and
added to the sum in each time step. When the sum is equal to or bigger than the size of
the buffer zone, migration of elements is performed and the sum is again reset to zero.
The size of the buffer zone has a conflicting impact on the performance of parallel
implementation. If the buffer is small, the number of interfacial elements is also small
and communication overhead in each time step is smaller, but the migration of elements
must be performed with higher frequency. As previously mentioned, migration is very
expensive in terms of CPU time. On the other hand, if the buffer is big, the number of
interfacial elements increases, which in turn increases the communication overhead in
each time step, but the migration of elements occurs less often. The minimum size of
the buffer zone is equal to the buffer controlling the frequency of contact detection and
the maximum size is fixed to its multiple of 4. The size of the contact detection buffer
is around 1/5 of the size of the element and therefore the maximum size calculated from
the contact detection buffer is 4/5 of the size of the element. Numerical experiments
are needed to find the optimal size of the buffer zone.
3.10.1 New Position of Elements
When the migration is triggered, positions of internal triangular elements located close
to borders of the sub-domain and all interfacial triangular elements must be checked,
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and the status of each element, if necessary, updated. To check new positions of the
elements, singly connected lists of triangular elements assembled during contact de-
tection are used instead of checking positions of all elements in the sub-domain. The
cost of migration is therefore reduced significantly since only the position of a small
fraction of all elements is checked. Because lists used to check the position of elements
are assembled for each border/corner separately (Figure 3.28), the approximate posi-
tion of each element is known beforehand. Hence the implementation of the moving
of elements is simplified.
Figure 3.29: Moving of internal element A: a) original internal element A before mov-
ing, b) internal element becomes interfacial element C3 located at right border (two
horizontal messages are necessary), c) A becomes C3 located at top-right corner (one
horizontal and one vertical message is necessary), d) A becomes C4 located at top-right
corner - element is first sent in horizontal message to processor 3 and then processors
0 and 3 send element again in vertical messages.
The following cases can occur while checking positions of internal and interfacial
triangular elements:
• Internal element A can stay an internal element (no action needed) or become
an interfacial element. An internal element cannot leave the sub-domain since
the maximum size of the buffer zone is fixed to 4/5 of the size of element. If it
becomes an interfacial element:
– B - element must be sent to one corresponding processor. For B located
at right/left border the search must be performed to find the rank of the
neighbouring processor since there can be more than one.
– C3 located at the corner - element must be sent to two corresponding pro-
cessors, see Figure 3.29c.
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– C3 located at right/left border - ranks of both receiving processors must be
found, see Figure 3.29b.
– C4 - element must be sent to three corresponding processors, see Figure
3.29d.
• Interfacial element B located at top/bottom border can stay the same, leave the
sub-domain and be deleted or it can become:
– internal element A at current processor (no message is needed), see Figure
3.31b.
– B located at right/left border - element must be sent to the last/first segment
(neighbouring processor), see Figure 3.30b.
– C3 located at the corner - element must be sent to one processor in a hori-
zontal message, see Figure 3.30c.
– C3 located at right/left border - element must be sent to two processors,
out of which the first one is at the last/first segment and the rank of the
second one is equal to the rank of the first one± icol depending on the grid
configuration, see Figure 3.31c.
– C4 - element must be sent to two corresponding processors in horizontal
messages, see Figure 3.30d.
Figure 3.30: Moving of interfacial element B located at top border: a) original inter-
facial element B before moving, b) element becomes interfacial element B located at
right border (one horizontal message is necessary), c) element becomes C3 located at
top-right corner (one horizontal message is necessary), d) element becomes C4 located
at top-right corner (two horizontal messages sent by processors 0 and 2 are necessary).
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• Interfacial element B located at right/left border can stay the same, leave the
sub-domain and be deleted or it can become:
– internal element A at current processor (no message is needed), see Figure
3.33b.
– B located at top/bottom border - element must be sent to the neighbouring
top/bottom processor, see Figure 3.32b.
– C3 located at the corner - element must be sent to one neighbouring pro-
cessor in a vertical message, see Figure 3.32c.
– C3 located at right/left border - no message is needed on current processor,
see Figure 3.33c.
– C4 - element must be sent to two corresponding processors in vertical mes-
sages, see Figure 3.32d.
• Interfacial element C3 located at any corner can stay the same or it can be-
come internal element A, interfacial element B located at any border or leave the
sub-domain in which case the element must be deleted. For all those cases no
message is needed and status of element is just updated on current processor. C3
can also become interfacial element C4 or C3 located at right/left border. In both
cases one message in vertical direction, sent from the neighbouring processor, is
needed, see Figure 3.34.
Figure 3.31: Moving of interfacial element B located at top border: a) original inter-
facial element B before moving, b) element becomes internal element A (element is
deleted on processor 2), c) element becomes C3 located at right border (two horizontal
messages are necessary and element is deleted on processor 2).
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Figure 3.32: Moving of interfacial element B located at right border: a) original in-
terfacial element B before moving, b) element becomes interfacial element B located
at top border (one vertical message is necessary), c) element becomes C3 located at
top-right corner (one vertical is message necessary), d) element becomes C4 located at
top-right corner (two vertical messages sent by processors 0 and 1 are necessary).
Figure 3.33: Moving of interfacial element B located at right border: a) original inter-
facial element B before moving, b) element becomes internal element A (element is
deleted on processor 3), c) element becomes C3 located at right border on processor 0
(one vertical message sent from processor 3 to processor 1 is necessary).
• Interfacial element C4 located at any corner can stay C4 or it can become any
other element (internal A or interfacial B, C3) or it can leave the sub-domain and
necessarily be deleted. No message is needed for any change of status.
The position of a triangular element is checked by using x or y coordinates of all
three nodes against the vertical or horizontal border respectively, or both when the
element is located in the proximity of a corner. If the element’s new status requires
sending a message, it is saved in a singly connected list of elements which must be
communicated to neighbouring processors. Similarly for the lists in Figure 3.28, these
lists are assembled separately for internal and interfacial elements and for each border
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and corner, see Figure 3.35. The size of arrays is analogical to those assembled during
contact detection.
Figure 3.34: Moving of interfacial element C3 located at top-right corner: a) element
becomes interfacial element C3 located at right border (element is deleted on processor
2 and sent from processor 3 to processor 1), b) element becomes C4 located at top-right
corner (one vertical message sent from processor 1 to processor 3 is necessary).
Figure 3.35: Structure of integer arrays holding first element in each singly connected
list for internal (integer array H1) and interfacial (integer array H2) elements. The rest
of each list is saved in an integer array L.
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If an element leaves the sub-domain and must be deleted from the element database,
it is first saved in the list as it may be required to send it in the message before deleting.
Therefore, all elements are deleted after all communication is done by using the list
assembled, while new positions of elements were checked.
Floating point numbers. As mentioned in Chapter 2.7 real numbers are repre-
sented in a computer’s memory as floating point numbers. Due to the limited amount
of memory most real numbers are therefore represented only by an approximate value.
This introduces the so called “rounding error”.
Due to the rounding error one can obtain different results for simple arithmetic
operations on real numbers, like adding or multiplying just by changing the order in
which the real numbers are processed. This is the reason results differ if exactly the
same FDEM simulation is run on a different number of processors.
Figure 3.36: Status of element decided differently on two neighbouring processors due
to the rounding error.
Another problem arises when the coordinate of an element’s node must be checked
against a border among two neighbouring processors. If both numbers are nearly the
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same (difference between them is at the order of machine epsilon εM) and both proces-
sors have to process an example from Figure 3.36, then each processor can evaluate this
situation with a different result due to the rounding error. In each time step this round-
ing error arises during exchange of total nodal forces of interfacial elements, since the
forces are added on a different processors in different order. This could lead to a situ-
ation when, on the first processor, an element is assigned status as internal element A
while on the other processor status would be an interfacial element B, see Figure 3.36.
Different status of the same element on two neighbouring processors would cause the
simulation to fail. These kinds of problems are avoided if one master processor is mak-
ing decisions and distributing results to the remaining processors. This is not the case
of this parallel implementation of Y2D code.
Figure 3.37: Global minimum and maximum x and y values of the computational
domain.
To resolve the problem described above, all coordinates are multiplied by a big in-
teger number and the result is integerized. This is done for all borders and all nodes be-
longing to triangular elements located in the proximity of borders of sub-domain (saved
in singly connected lists, see Figure 3.28). The integer number by which coordinates
are multiplied cannot be chosen randomly but must first be determined to make sure
that the maximum integerized number is smaller or equal to the limit value for a partic-
ular data type, in this case long int. For example positive limit value LONG_MAX for
type long int equals 2147483647 (or greater)3 in 32-bit environment. Then the integer
number Imult for positive values can be calculated as follows:
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Imult1 = (long int) (LONG_MAX/xGmax)
Imult2 = (long int) (LONG_MAX/yGmax)
(3.3)
where xGmaxand yGmax are positive maximum global x and y coordinates and (long int)
is a conversion from a floating point number to an integer number. After Imult1 and
Imult2 are calculated Imult is taken as minimum value from both. The same calculation
is repeated for negative values by using LONG_MIN which equals -2147483647 (or
less)3 in 32-bit environment. The value of Imult is therefore system dependent.
If we take the maximum global coordinate from Figure 3.37 (xGmax = 450.0) then
Imult equals 4772185. By using Imult in the example from Figure 3.36 both integerized
border coordinate and integerized node coordinate on processors 1 and 2 are calculated
and all equal 1192521309, hence the resulting status on both processors is the same,
see Figure 3.38.
Figure 3.38: All coordinates multiplied by Imult and integerized resulting in elimination
of rounding error. Status of element is the same on both processors.
Joint elements. When the positions of all triangular elements located in the prox-
imity of borders of the sub-domain have been checked, and if necessary, a new status
assigned to each, the status of joint elements is also updated according to rules outlined
in Chapter 3.4.3. For this lists of joint elements located close to each border/corner
are assembled by using lists of triangular elements (Figure 3.28) in combination with
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pointers from each joint element to its two triangular elements. Therefore, the status
of only a small fraction of all joint elements is checked analogically to triangular ele-
ments. Also, the status changes of joint elements are analogical to triangular elements,
as well as lists of joints which must be communicated to neighbouring processors.
3.10.2 Communication
After the statuses of triangular and joint elements located in the proximity of borders
of the sub-domain have been updated, elements which changed status from either in-
ternal A to interfacial or from interfacial (B, C3) to interfacial with a higher number of
processors (C3, C4) must be sent to neighbouring processors.
Figure 3.39: Data structure of a message: message is saved in an array M where each
cell contains a structure S.
To successfully exchange and receive messages it is necessary to prepare:
• Derived datatype tyus - this is a MPI construct to accommodate for messages
with a more complicated structure. To send an element with its nodes requires
copying a mixture of integer and floating point numbers into a message. This
kind of message can be sent only if a derived datatype is built and this datatype
is then passed as an argument to the communication function. The data for the
message are saved in an array M of size N where each cell contains a structure S
of 9 integer numbers (type long int) and 6 floating point numbers (type double),
see Figure 3.39. The size of the structure S is enough to hold all data associated
with sending one element (both triangular and joint element) or one node. For
this structure the derived datatype tyus is built (see Chapter 2.4.2 for general
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information about derived datatypes) by using information from the Figure 3.40,
i.e. number of blocks, block length, type and displacement of each block. One
of the arguments in the communication function is the size of the array N where
for each cell the derived datatype tyus is passed as a type. In order to save CPU
time the derived datatype tyus is static (C++ meaning) and it is built only once
when the first moving of elements is done.
Figure 3.40: Information used to build a derived datatype tyus from a structure S.
Figure 3.41: Global and local IDs of nodes belonging to elements located close to
borders of sub-domain saved in an integer array N.
• List of nodes which belong to elements located in the proximity of borders of
sub-domain. This list is made by using singly connected lists assembled during
contact detection (see Figure 3.28). List of nodes is saved in an integer array
N (see Figure 3.41) where global IDs (GID) of nodes are saved in the first row
and local IDs (LID) of nodes are saved in the second one. Global IDs are then
sorted in ascending order and values in the second row are rearranged together
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with values in the first row. The array N is later used to receive new nodes and
elements.
The communication is first performed in the horizontal direction and in the second
stage in the vertical direction. For further details on a communication engine see
Chapter 4.12. The messages for each communication are prepared by using singly
connected lists (see Figure 3.35) which were assembled while checking new positions
of internal and interfacial elements. Elements in these lists must be communicated in
a way indicated by blue arrows in Figures 3.29-3.34.
Figure 3.42: Structure of the whole message containing triangular and joint elements
and their nodes.
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Elements and nodes for each message are saved in the array M (see Figure 3.39)
and are organised into three main blocks: triangular elements, joint elements and
nodes, see Figure 3.42. Triangular and joint element blocks are further divided into
seven sub-blocks containing elements with status: interfacial elements B for a segment
isegm, C3 right/left located at top border of isegm (see Figure 3.43), C3 right/left at
bottom border, C3 and C4 at first corner and C3 and C4 at second corner. Elements
belonging to each sub-block are therefore saved to the message in the order mentioned
above (Figure 3.42).
Figure 3.43: Preparing a message: top and bottom border of a segment (neighbouring
processor).
Figure 3.44: Status of interfacial element C3 at sending and receiving processors.
The reason for structuring the message in the way described above is that the status
of each element in each block is known on the receiving processor straight away. For
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instance, if the interfacial element C3 located at the right border and top border of
isegm 1 (first message) and the bottom border of isegm 2 (second message) is sent to
the remaining two neighbouring processors, the status on the first receiving processor
will be C3, located at the top-left corner, and the status on the second one will be C3,
located at the bottom-left corner, see Figure 3.44. The remaining statuses are resolved
on receiving processors analogically depending on the position of the element in the
sub-domain, see Figures 3.29-3.34.
When an element (triangular or joint element) is copied into the message, only its
global ID is saved. Local IDs in its element topology (numbers of nodes which belong
to the element) are replaced by global IDs and nodes are saved into the message with
their global IDs as well, see Figure 3.42. Pointers from joint elements to their triangular
elements (local IDs of triangular elements) are also copied into the message with global
IDs.
After horizontal/vertical messages are exchanged between processors, content of
the message must be saved into the element and node databases, see Algorithm 3.3.
Since only new elements (triangular and joint elements) are received, there is no need
to check if some element is already present in the database and element is directly
saved into element database. New triangular elements are first saved into empty spaces
created in previous time steps (if an element leaves the sub-domain, it is deleted and
the empty space is saved into a singly connected list) and if empty spaces are filled the
remaining new elements are saved at the end of the database. The element is saved to
the position at nelem (nelem is the number of triangular elements saved in the local
database on each processor) and nelem is increased by one. Joint elements are handled
analogically. Received elements (both triangular and joint elements) are saved into lists
(integer arrays TEL and JEL, see Algorithm 3.3) and after new nodes are received,
these lists are used to replace global IDs of nodes in element topology with local IDs
(actual position of a node in the node database). Global IDs are searched for in an
integer array N2 (see paragraph below) by using a binary search and, when found,
replaced by local IDs.
Unlike elements it is possible for new nodes received in the message to be already
present in the node database. This is because nodes are shared by more than one ele-
ment and one of those elements (and its nodes) can be located within the sub-domain.
Therefore, it is necessary to search for each new node in the integer array N (Figure
3.41) and then, only if the node is not found, it is saved in the node database.
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Algorithm 3.3 Saving content of a received message into the database.
1: integer ∗∗N2; . 2D array containing GID and LID of new nodes.
2: integer ∗TEL; . List of received new triangular elements.
3: integer ∗JEL; . List of received new joint elements.
4: integer∗∗PJ; . List for replacing pointers of new joints.
5: while reading message do
6: while new nodes do . Copying nodes from the message to the node database.
7: Search f or GID o f node in array N; . See Algorithm 3.4.
8: if GID not f ound then . Node is not present in the node database.
9: if empty space available then
10: Save node to empty space;
11: else . All empty spaces filled.
12: Save node at the end o f node database;
13: nnopo = nnopo+1;
14: end if
15: Save GID and LID o f node to array N2;
16: end if
17: end while
18: while new elements do . Copying triangular/joint elements from the message.
19: if empty space available then
20: Save element to empty space;
21: else . All empty spaces filled.
22: Save element at the end o f element database;
23: nelem = nelem+1;
24: end if
25: Assign status o f element; . Status for each block of elements is known.
26: if triangular element then
27: Save element ′s LIDto array TEL;
28: Save element ′s LID and GIDto array PJ;
29: else . Joint element.
30: Save element ′s LIDto array JEL;
31: end if
32: end while
33: end while
34: Sort arrays N2 and PJ by GID in ascending order;
35: while elements in TEL and JEL do . Loop over received new elements.
36: while nodes in element ′s topology do
37: Search GID o f node in array N2 and when f ound replace by LID;
38: end while
39: if joint element then
40: Search GID o f its pointers in array PJ and when f ound replace by LID;
41: end if
42: end while
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Analogically to elements, new nodes are also first saved in empty spaces (created
in previous time steps by deleting nodes) and if those are filled new nodes are saved at
the end of the node database. Global and local IDs of new nodes are saved in an integer
array N2 (analogical to the array N in Figure 3.41) and the array is sorted by global
IDs in ascending order. This array is used to replace global IDs in element topology
(see paragraph above)
As mentioned above, joint elements are received analogically to triangular ele-
ments. Global IDs in element topology are also replaced in the same way, but there is
one more issue with receiving new joints. Each joint element is sent with global IDs
of its triangular elements and again these must be replaced with local IDs (position in
the database). For this reason, the global and local ID of each new triangular element
is saved in an integer array PJ analogically to the array N (Figure 3.41) and sorted
by global IDs in ascending order. After new joints are received, global IDs in their
topology are searched for and replaced by local IDs of triangular elements.
The whole process of saving the content of a message into the computer’s memory
is summarised in Algorithm 3.3 and the whole communication process is summarised
in the Algorithm 3.4.
Algorithm 3.4 Communication process.
1: integer ∗∗N; . 2D array containing GID and LID of nodes around borders.
2: if moving f irst time then . If moving elements first time.
3: Build derived datatype; . See Figure 3.40.
4: end if
5: Prepare array N; . LID, GID of nodes around borders, see Figure 3.41.
6: Prepare horizontal messages; . See Figure 3.42.
7: Send and receive horizontal messages; . Function MPI_Sendrecv().
8: Read new elements and nodes f romthe message; . See Algorithm 3.3.
9: Replace GID with LID (element topology, joint ′s pointers); . See Algorithm 3.3.
10: Prepare vertical messages; . See Figure 3.42.
11: Send and receive vertical messages; . Function MPI_Sendrecv().
12: Read new elements and nodes f romthe message; . See Algorithm 3.3.
13: Replace GID with LID (element topology, joint ′s pointers); . See Algorithm 3.3.
3.10.3 Migration of Broken Joint Elements
As mentioned in Chapter 3.4.3, a joint element represents a discrete crack model in
order to enable fracture in FDEM and acts as a bond between two triangular elements.
If fracture occurs, the bond is severed and the joint element is broken.
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Figure 3.45: If broken joint is not deleted, determining the status of broken joint would
be very costly in terms of CPU time.
Algorithm 3.5 Broken joints.
1: Calculation of nodal forces :
2: if joint breaks then . Opening and sliding displacements too big.
3: Get statuses o f both triangular elements;
4: if both triangular elements internal then
5: Set f lags f or both edges to 1;
6: Delete broken joint f rom database;
7: else . At least one triangular element is interfacial.
8: Set property o f joint < 0; . To distinguish from remaining joints.
9: Split broken joint into 2 joints; . One joint on each edge.
10: Save both joints to list o f broken joints; . Used for deleting later.
11: end if
12: end if
13:
...
14: Moving of elements :
15: if joint on edge then . Joint has only 1 triangular element.
16: Prepare f or message; . Put into list and then copy the flag into message.
17: end if
18: Send and receive messages; . Horizontal and vertical.
19: Save f lag received in the message; . Receiving processor.
20: Delete broken joints and set f lags; . Sending processor.
Sequential FDEM code deals with broken joints by simply setting its property to a
number smaller than zero, which means the joint element stays in the element database.
This would not work in a parallel version of FDEM code since the bond between
triangular elements is broken and, during the run of the simulation, both triangular
elements could move to sub-domains which are far from each other (sub-domains are
not neighbours), see Figure 3.45. It would, therefore, be extremely difficult to maintain
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the status of the joint which is given by the combination of statuses of its triangular
elements. This would require some additional communication resulting in the increase
of the cost of parallelisation in terms of CPU time. This is not justifiable since the joint
has no influence on the results of the simulation once it is broken.
When the joint gets broken, it is deleted from the element database and two flags
are saved for two edges which were previously connected by the joint, see Figure 3.46.
The function of the flag is to enable plotting of cracks during post-processing.
Figure 3.46: Communication is required if at least one triangular element of a broken
joint is interfacial.
Fracturing occurs during the calculation of nodal forces. Opening and sliding dis-
placements are calculated and, if they are too big, the joint is set as broken. If the joint
belongs to two internal triangular elements it is deleted and the flag for each edge is
set. If ,however, the joint belongs to at least one interfacial element (B, C3, C4) it
cannot be deleted straight away. Instead the joint is replaced by two temporary joints
placed at each edge. For instance, if the nodes on the first edge are 0 and 1, then the
topology of the temporary joint will be 0-1-1-0 and the joint is therefore not acting as
a bond between two triangular elements. Information that the joint is broken must be
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sent to the neighbouring processor and after the communication both temporary joints
can be deleted and flags on edges set. This is done when the next moving of elements
occurs.
Algorithm 3.6 Moving of elements.
1: integer ∗∗H1; . 1st elements (internal) in lists (Figure 3.35).
2: integer ∗∗H2; . 1st elements (interfacial) in lists (Figure 3.35).
3: integer ∗∗L; . Remaining elements in lists (Figure 3.35).
4: integer ∗∗HJ1; . 1st joints (internal) in lists (Figure 3.35).
5: integer ∗∗HJ2; . 1st joints (interfacial) in lists (Figure 3.35).
6: integer ∗∗LJ; . Remaining joints in lists (Figure 3.35).
7: integer ∗∗PTtoJ; . Pointers from triangular to joint elements.
8: if moving elements f irst time then
9: Find Imult ; . See Equation 3.3.
10: end if
11: Integerize coordinates o f nodes; . Nodes of elements from Figure 3.28.
12: while new positions o f triangular elements; do . By using array H from Figure
3.28.
13: if element changes status then
14: if old status == internal then
15: Save into H1; . Use later to check status of joints and prepare
messages.
16: else . Interfacial element.
17: Save into H2; . Use later to check status of joints and prepare
messages.
18: end if
19: end if
20: end while
21: Prepare array PTtoJ; . By using array H from Figure 3.28.
22: while triangular elements with new status do . By using arrays H1, H2.
23: Check status o f joint elements; . Use pointers in array PTtoJ.
24: if element changes status then
25: if old status == internal then
26: Save into HJ1; . Including broken joints, see Algorithm 3.5.
27: else . Interfacial joint element.
28: Save into HJ2; . Including broken joints, see Algorithm 3.5.
29: end if
30: end if
31: end while
32: Communication; . See Algorithms 3.3 and 3.4 for details. Use arrays H1, H2,
HJ1, HJ2, L and LJ to assemble messages.
33: Delete elements and nodes; . Elements which left sub-domain (including broken
joints, see Algorithm 3.5).
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The whole process of handling broken joints is summarised in the form of a pseudo-
code in Algorithm 3.5.
Summary. An Algorithm 3.6 summarises the whole procedure of moving of ele-
ments in the form of a pseudo-code.
Since elements which left the sub-domain are deleted and new elements which
moved to the sub-domain from neighbouring processors are received during the pro-
cess of moving of elements, new contact detection must, therefore, be performed.
Singly connected lists of contacting couples are not re-built from scratch but rather
only updated to reflect changes in the sub-domain. Singly connected list of elements
located in the proximity of borders of sub-domain which are saved in an integer array
H (see Figure 3.28) are also updated.
3.11 Load Balancing
When the first domain decomposition is performed at the start of the simulation, each
sub-domain is assigned to a single processor in the PC cluster. The position of each
element is changing in an unpredictable way during the run of the simulation and
elements can move from one sub-domain (processor) to another assuming the size of
each sub-domain does not change.
Migration of elements among processors creates an imbalance in the workload of
processors. If the imbalance exceeds a maximum value specified in the input file the re-
partitioning (size of each sub-domain is updated by using modified RCB algorithm,174
see Chapter 3.5) and load balancing is carried out. The whole process is described in
the following steps:
Step 1. In order to perform re-partitioning of the computational domain, the load
balancing (LB) grid must be assembled. This is done during contact detection if the
calculated workload imbalance exceeds the specified maximum value. Workload on
i-th processor Wi is given by:
Wi = nelem+NCC (3.4)
where nelem is a number of elements saved in the element database on i-th processor
and NCC is a number of contacting couples on i-th processor.
The workload on each processor is gathered by using the MPI_Allgather() function
and then the imbalance B is calculated as follows:192
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B =
Wmax−Wmin
W
(3.5)
where Wmax is a maximum workload, Wmin is a minimum workload and W is an average
workload given by:
W =
∑ni=1Wi
n
(3.6)
where Wi is a workload on i-th processor and n is a number of processors.
Load balancing is then triggered if the workload imbalance B exceeds the maxi-
mum imbalance Bmax specified in the input file
B= Bmax (3.7)
Figure 3.47: Global contact detection grid overlaid by the global load balancing grid.
The size of maximum imbalance Bmax has a big impact on the performance of the
parallel implementation and must be carefully chosen, see Chapter 4 for performance
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tests.
The LB grid is assembled by using the contact detection (CD) grid. The size of
each cell in CD grid is equal to the maximum element diameter dCD (Figure 3.47) and
then the size of each cell in LB grid dLB is calculated as follows:
dLB =
dCD
ILB
(3.8)
where ILB is a parameter bigger than 1 specified in the input file. Hence, the resolution
of the LB grid is finer than the resolution of the CD grid in order to achieve better re-
partitioning. Figure 3.47 shows an example of both grids (global) on four processors.
Figure 3.48: Local load balancing grid assembled on four processors. Each cell con-
tains count of elements located within the cell.
As mentioned in Chapter 3.9, the contact detection search is performed locally on
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each processor. This means that the LB grid is also assembled locally, see Figure
3.48. Elements located within each cell in the LB grid are saved in a separate list
and the count of these elements is saved as well. In order to estimate the workload
in each cell better, the count of elements in each cell is increased by the number of
contacting couples for each element located within the cell. Then counts of elements
within each cell of the local LB grid on each processor (Figure 3.48) are gathered on all
processors by using the MPI_Allgather() communication function and the global LB
grid is assembled, see Figure 3.49. As a result the copy of the global LB grid (counts
only) is saved on each processor.
Figure 3.49: Global LB grid assembled by combining local LB grids from Figure 3.48.
Counts in coloured cells are added up.
Step 2. Once the global LB grid (counts only) is assembled on each processor,
re-partitioning is performed. The partitioning is done in the following 4 steps:
1. Sums of each column in global LB grid are calculated, see Figure 3.50.
2. Computational domain is partitioned in x direction to the specified number of
columns icol (see Figure 3.50) by using Algorithm 3.1 (see Chapter 3.5 for de-
tails). It is worth noting that the border of the sub-domain is moved in units for
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which one unit is equal to the size of one cell dLB in LB grid, see Figure 3.50.
Hence, a finer LB grid means better re-partitioning resulting in a very small im-
balance.
3. Sums of each row in the global LB grid are calculated for each column sepa-
rately, see Figure 3.51.
4. Each column is partitioned in y direction to the specified number of rows irow,
see Figure 3.51. Each column is partitioned separately by using Algorithm 3.1
(x coordinate is replaced by y coordinate).
Figure 3.50: Partitioning of global LB grid in x direction.
Partitioning of the global LB grid from Figure 3.49 in x and y direction is illustrated
in Figures 3.50 and 3.51.
Step 3. Since the grid of processors has changed due to re-partitioning, lists of
neighbouring processors and of communication couples at left and right borders must
be updated. Neighbouring processors are saved in a 2D integer array i2neigh (Figure
3.53) of size irow (number of rows in the grid of processors), since any processor
cannot have more than irow neighbours at a vertical border. Number of segment isegm
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is saved for each neighbouring processor in a 2D integer array i2segm of the same
size. Lastly, coordinates of neighbouring borders located above bottom border and
below top border of a current processor are saved in a 2D floating point array d2neigh
of size irow.
Figure 3.51: Partitioning of global LB grid in y direction.
Figure 3.52: Neighbouring processors of processor 10.
The list of communication couples is assembled by using the list of neighbouring
processors, for details refer to Chapter 3.12.
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Figure 3.53 shows a list of neighbouring processors at right border assembled for
processor 10 (see Figure 3.52).
Figure 3.53: List of neighbouring processors of processor 10.
Figure 3.54: Node shared by 2 C3 elements located on processors 10 and 16.
Processor 16 is saved to the list of neighbours (Figure 3.53) even though it is not
directly in contact with processor 10, but the distance from top border of processor
10 to the bottom border of processor 16 is less than 3dmax where dmax is a maximum
element diameter. Processor 16 must be included in case a node is shared by two C3
elements from which one is located on processor 10 and second is located on processor
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16, see Figure 3.54. Then this node cannot be sent in an usual C3 communication
(Figure 3.66c) since the node is located on all 4 processors.
Algorithm 3.7 summarises the search for neighbouring processors at the right bor-
der in a form of a pseudo-code. The left border is processed analogically to the right
border. Since the re-partitioning of the computational domain is done on all proces-
sors, each processor has, in its memory, coordinates of borders of all sub-domains in
the grid. Therefore, it is possible to perform the search for neighbouring processors
straight away.
Figure 3.55: a) Internal element A becomes internal element A on neighbouring pro-
cessor, b) and c) Element becomes interfacial element B on two neighbouring pro-
cessors, d) Element becomes interfacial element C3 on 3 neighbouring processors.
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Algorithm 3.7 Search for neighbouring processors at right border.
1: double irow, icol; . Number of rows/columns in the grid.
2: double nir,nic; . Number in row/column of the current processor.
3: double dcbu f f ; . Buffer zone around borders of sub-domain.
4: rcol = nir+1; . Number of neighbouring right column.
5: diam = 3 ·diam; . Maximum diameter of element * 3.
6: dy1 = bottom border−dcbu f f/2−diam; . Expand bottom border.
7: dy2 = top border+dcbu f f/2+diam; . Expand top border of current processor.
8: if (rcol < icol) then . Exclude the last column in the grid of processors.
9: for (i = 0; i < (irow−1); i++) do . Neighbouring processors (right).
10: procn = rcol+(i · icol); . Rank of the neighbour.
11: dny1 = bottom border o f the neighbour;
12: dny2 = top border o f the neighbour;
13: icount = i1neigh[0]; . Count of neighbours.
14: if ((nic == 0)&&(i == 0)) then . 1st processors in columns.
15: save neighbour; save segment; increase count; . See Figure 3.53.
16: if ((dny2−dcbu f f/2)< dy2) then . dny2 is below dy2.
17: procn = procn+ icol; . Next neighbour in right column.
18: save neighbour (procn); save border (dny2); increase count by 2;
19: if (dny2 < top border o f current processor (exact)) then
20: save seigment; . Array i2segm (Figure 3.53).
21: end if
22: end if
23: else if ((dy1 < (dny2+dcbu f f/2))&&((dny2−dcbu f f/2)< dy2)) then
. dny2 is above bottom and below top border of current processor.
24: if (icount > 0) then
25: icount = icount−1;
26: end if
27: save neighbour (procn); . Array i2neigh (Figure 3.53).
28: if (bottom border o f current processor (exact)< dny2) then
29: save seigment; . Array i2segm (Figure 3.53).
30: end if
31: procn = procn+ icol; . Next neighbour in right column.
32: save neighbour; save border (dny2); increase count by 2;. Figure 3.53.
33: if (dny2 < top border o f current processor (exact)) then
34: save next seigment; . Array i2segm (Figure 3.53).
35: end if
36: else if (((dny1+dcbu f f/2)< dy1)&&(dy2 < (dny2−dcbu f f/2))) then
. Current processor is whole inside neighbour => one neighbour only.
37: save neighbour; save segment; increase count; . See Figure 3.53.
38: else if (i == (irow−2)) then . Next to last neighbour in right column.
39: if (icount == 0) then . No neighbour saved yet.
40: procn= procn+ icol;. Rank of the last neighbour in right column.
41: save neighbour; save segment; increase count; . See Figure 3.53.
42: end if
43: end if
44: end for
45: end if
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Step 4. In order to reflect changed positions of borders in the grid of processors,
the position of elements located in the proximity of borders of each sub-domain must
be checked and elements must be re-distributed among processors. Since the change in
size of each sub-domain is small due to the fact that RCB algorithm is an incremental
partitioner, only elements located close to borders must be re-distributed, which is
only a fraction of the total number of elements within the sub-domain. This results in
a significant reduction of the cost of load balancing compared with non-incremental
partitioners.
The process of re-distribution of elements is analogical to the migration of elements
(see Chapter 3.10) with a few important differences:
• The positions of elements against new borders is checked directly by using cells
in the LB grid located in the proximity of borders, unlike the moving of elements
where the position of elements is checked by using singly connected lists (see
Figure 3.28) assembled during contact detection.
Figure 3.56: a) Original position of interfacial element B within sub-domain, b) Ele-
ment becomes internal element A on neighbouring processor, c) Element becomes
interfacial element B on two neighbouring processors.
• The distance between old and new positions of borders is limited only by the
maximum imbalance specified in the input file, unlike the moving of elements
where the maximum travelled distance is limited by the size of the buffer around
borders of the sub-domain which, in turn limits the number of possible com-
binations of changes in status of the element. Therefore, some status changes
are impossible during moving of elements, unlike the re-distribution of elements
where all possible combinations must be taken into account while checking po-
sition of elements, for instance:
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– Internal element A can leave sub-domain and become internal element A
(Figure 3.55a) or interfacial element B (Figure 3.55b and c) or C3 (Figure
3.55d) on neighbouring processor(s).
– Interfacial element B located at horizontal border can leave both proces-
sors and become internal element A (Figure 3.56b) or interfacial element
B (Figure 3.56c) or C3 on neighbouring processor(s).
Figure 3.57: Communication pattern for diagonal processors.
Since the distance by which borders move can be bigger than 3 ·diam, where diam
is a maximum diameter of the element, some element must be sent to a processor which
is not saved in the list of neighbouring processors, see Figure 3.55d. In that case, the
element is first sent in a horizontal message to the last neighbouring processor and then
sent again from the receiving processor in a vertical message. The communication
pattern for diagonal processors at all corners is in Figure 3.57.
3.12 Communication
Since all processors are assigned a sub-domain during a domain decomposition, it
is necessary to coordinate computations on each processor by explicitly sending and
receiving messages. Communication among processors is performed in the following
cases:
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Figure 3.58: Information used to build a derived datatype tye f from a structure S.
Figure 3.59: Data structure of a message for nodal forces exchange: message is saved
in an array M where each cell contains a structure S.
• Nodal forces exchange: Nodal forces and mass of nodes belonging to elements
located at borders between sub-domains must be exchanged in every time step
and summed up. Messages for this communication are assembled by using
singly connected lists of elements saved in arrays H and L, see Figures 3.27
and 3.28. The message itself is saved in an array M of size N where each cell
contains a structure S of one integer number (type long int) and three floating
point numbers (type double), see Figure 3.59. Each cell in the array M holds
information for one node (global ID, node mass and forces in x and y direction).
For this structure a derived datatype tye f is built during the first force exchange
by using information from the Figure 3.58, i.e. number of blocks, block length,
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type and displacement of each block.
• Moving of elements: Elements are moved only if the maximum travelled dis-
tance is greater or equal to the size of a buffer zone (see Chapter 3.4.1). The
structure of the message as well as building of a derived datatype for it is de-
scribed in detail in Chapter 3.10.2.
• Load balancing: If the level of imbalance in the grid of processors reaches pre-
scribed maximum value, load balancing is triggered. When re-partitioning is
done, elements are redistributed among processors. The structure of the mes-
sage is therefore identical to the message needed during moving of elements
since both messages contain elements and their nodes.
• Collective communication: Unlike the previous three cases this communication
is among all processors in the grid and it is needed to:
– gather a maximum travelled distance from each processor and place a copy
on each processor in order to check if moving of elements should be trig-
gered. A MPI function for collective communication MPI_Allgather() (see
Chapter 2.4.2) is used. This communication is performed in every time
step.
– gather workload from each processor and save a copy on each processor
by using MPI_Allgather() function in order to control when load balancing
should be performed. Workload is communicated only if count of moving
of elements is equal to prescribed value.
– when load balancing is performed, it is necessary to gather content of local
load balancing cells on each processor and combine it into a global load
balancing grid (see Chapter 3.11). Function MPI_Allgather() is used for
this communication.
– gather counts of elements which must be written into output on each pro-
cessor by using MPI_Allgather() function. Frequency of this communica-
tion is equal to the frequency of output, see Chapter 3.13.
In order to send and receive messages in the first three cases (force exchange, migration
of elements, redistribution of elements during load balancing), some available commu-
nication engine could be employed, for instance an engine introduced by Munjiza, et
al.122, 167 In this engine, communication couples are assembled by performing contact
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detection among neighbouring processors. All communication couples are divided into
time slots and each processor is allowed to communicate with only one neighbouring
processor in one time slot. The downside of this approach is that not all processors are
participating in communication in each time slot, for instance all communication for a
grid of 14 processors in Figure 3.60 would be finished in 8 time slots since processor
5 has to separately communicate with 8 different neighbouring processors.
The communication engine used in this work employs a different approach, since
assembling communication couples by using a contact detection search, gives no con-
trol over the direction of the communication. An important assumption for both en-
gines is that the maximum size of any discrete element is much smaller than the size of
any sub-domain. Therefore, each processor has to communicate only with neighbour-
ing processors which are in direct contact with its sub-domain.
Figure 3.60: Communication couples in the grid of 14 processors. Figure adapted from
Munjiza, et al.122
Communication is performed in two separate stages: horizontal and vertical com-
munication. In the first stage horizontal messages are assembled (for right and left
borders) and exchanged. In the second stage vertical messages are assembled (for top
and bottom borders) and exchanged in vertical direction. If a communication with a
neighbouring diagonal processor is needed then the information for the diagonal pro-
cessor is first sent in the horizontal message and then the receiving processor sends
it again in the vertical message. Therefore no direct diagonal communication is per-
formed and the communication for the grid in Figure 3.60 would be finished in 4 time
slots (blue arrows only).
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It is worth noting, that the amount of data needed for communication in a diagonal
direction (elements located at a corner) is very small compared with communication
in a horizontal or vertical direction (elements located at a border). Initiating a separate
communication with a diagonal neighbouring processor would be, therefore, more ex-
pensive in terms of CPU time than the slight increase in cost of horizontal and vertical
communication.
An MPI communication function MPI_Sendrecv() (see Chapter 2.4.2) is used to
exchange messages among neighbouring processors. This function is a so-called “block-
ing” communication function which means the receiving processor has to wait until a
message is received before starting another communication with a different processor.
If, for instance, horizontal communication was initiated on all processors at the same
time (see Figure 3.61), messages between processors would be exchanged in a wave-
like fashion, since processors with higher rank would have to wait until all messages
between processors with lower rank are exchanged, e.g. processor 4 in Figure 3.61
would have to wait until communication among processors 0-1, 1-2 and 2-3 is finished
before receiving message from processor 3. This would slow down communication
significantly, resulting in higher CPU time.
Figure 3.61: Horizontal messages exchanged in the grid of five processors.
For this reason horizontal and vertical communication is performed in two steps:
1. Exchange messages among communication couples, formed starting from the
bottom-left corner of the grid of processor, i.e processor 0:
(a) Communication couples for horizontal communication are formed among
processors in two neighbouring columns with number in row (nir) equal to
0-1, 2-3, etc., see Figure3.62. For all processors in the same column nir
has the same value.
(b) Communication couples for vertical communication are formed among
processors with number in column (nic) equal to 0-1, 2-3, etc., see Fig-
ure 3.62.
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2. Exchange messages among remaining communication couples, i.e. nir and nic
for horizontal and vertical communication are equal to 1-2, 3-4, etc., see Figure
3.62.
Communication is initiated on all processors in corresponding columns/rows at the
same time. As a result horizontal/vertical messages are exchanged in only two steps
regardless of the size of grid of processors (number of processors).
Number in row nir and number in column nic are calculated as follows
nir = rank%icol
nic = rank/icol
(3.9)
where rank is number assigned to each processor by MPI at the start of the simulation
and icol is a total number of columns in the grid of processors, see Figure 3.62.
Operators “%” and “/” have a C++ meaning for operations on integer numbers, i.e.
remainder after division and division by integer number respectively.
Figure 3.62: Horizontal and vertical messages are exchanged in two steps: 1) messages
are exchanged between processors in rows/columns equal to 0-1, 2-3, etc.; 2) messages
are exchanged between processors in rows/columns equal to 1-2, 3-4, etc.
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Figure 3.63: Horizontal messages are exchanged in several stages: 1) messages are
exchanged between processors with equal nic; 2) messages are exchanged between
processors with nic±1; 3) messages are exchanged between processors with nic±2.
Communication couples for both steps don’t have to be prepared in advance, since
number in row nir and number in column nic can be used directly, see Algorithm 3.9.
Vertical communication is finished in just two steps, described above, since each pro-
cessor has only one neighbouring processor at each horizontal border. Unlike vertical
communication, both steps during horizontal communication must be performed in
several stages because each processor can have more than one neighbouring processor
at each vertical border. For instance columns 0 and 1 in Figure 3.62 have four pro-
cessors each and if each processor had only one neighbour then only four messages
exchanged at the same time would be needed to complete the communication. In or-
der to complete the horizontal communication between columns 0 and 1 (see Figure
3.62) seven messages must be exchanged. If all these messages were sent at the same
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time, it would again be performed in a wave-like fashion, since processors with higher
rank would have to wait until all messages between processors with lower rank are ex-
changed. This would, again, have a big impact on the communication’s performance.
Therefore, the horizontal communication between two neighbouring columns of
processors (Figure 3.63) must be done in several stages to avoid interlocking. The
number in column nic on each processor is used to assemble communication pairs
for horizontal communication. Messages between processors with equal nic are ex-
changed during the first stage, see Figure 3.63. In the second stage, communication
between processors with nic± 1 is performed; in the third stage, messages between
processors with nic±2 are exchanged, etc.
Figure 3.64: Communication pairs for processors 10 and 1 from Figure 3.63.
Communication couples for horizontal communication are assembled by using lists
of neighbouring processors for the right and left border, see Chapter 3.11 for details.
These lists, together with communication couples, are created when the domain de-
composition at the start of the simulation is performed and then updated during each
load balancing. Communication pairs are saved in an 2D integer array COMMP (Fig-
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ure 3.64) of size irow (number of rows in the grid of processors) since any processor
cannot have more than irow neighbours at vertical border. It is important to also save
a segment isegm (Figure 3.64) for each pair, in order to directly access a proper list of
elements/nodes designated for sending to the segment (see Figures 3.28 and 3.35). For
instance, communication pairs for processors 1 and 10 in Figure 3.63 would be 0, 5,
10 and 11, 6, 1 respectively, see Figure 3.64. Corresponding segments for processors
1 and 10 are marked in the Figure 3.65.
Processors 11 and 15 have only 2 communication pairs and the remaining proces-
sors have only 1. Thus all the communication between processors in Figure 3.63 would
be finished in three separate stages.
The process of assembling communication couples for horizontal communication
is summarised in Algorithm 3.8.
Figure 3.65: Segments (neighbouring processors) for processors 10 and 1 from Figure
3.63.
The whole communication engine used in this work is summarised in the form of
a pseudo-code in Algorithm 3.9. The main advantage of this approach is to have a
control over communication order in the sense that the order of each message is set
and the communication engine is, therefore, easier to implement. Also, by eliminating
messages in diagonal direction the whole communication is finished in fewer time slots
than the in the case of the engine introduced by Munjiza, et al.122, 167 This reduces the
CPU time since each communication has a network latency, which is the time required
to establish a connection between two processors.
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Algorithm 3.8 Assembling horizontal communication pairs.
1: integer nic; . Number in column (current processor).
2: integer irow,col; . Number of rows/columns in the grid of processors.
3: integer i, j, k, m, stage;
4: integer i2nic; . To store nic of neighbouring processors.
5: integer∗i1neigh; . Number of right/left neighbouring processors.
6: integer∗∗ i2neigh; . Ranks of right/left neighbouring processors.
7: integer∗∗ i2segm; . Segments for right/left neighbouring processors.
8:
9: Delete old communication pairs;
10: for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) do . Prepare i2nic and 1st stage (equal nic).
11: for ( j = 0; j < i1neigh[i]; j++) do . Number of right/left neighbours.
12: if (i2segm[i][ j]>−1) then . If message needed.
13: i2nic[i][ j] = i2neigh[i][ j]/icol; . Rank of neighbour / icol.
14: if (nic == i2nic[i][i]) then . If 1st stage of horizontal communication.
15: COMMP[i][COMMC[i]] = i2neigh[i][ j]; . Rank of neighbour.
16: COMMS[i][COMMC[i]] = i2segm[i][ j]; . Save segment.
17: COMMC[i] = COMMC[i]+1; . Increase count.
18: Mark neighbour as processed;
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: for (stage = 1;stage < irow;stage++) do . 2nd, 3rd,... stage.
24: for (k = 0;k < 2;k++) do . Each stage is either + or -.
25: if (k == 0) then
26: m = nic+ stage;
27: else
28: m = nic− stage;
29: end if
30: for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) do . Right = 0, left = 1.
31: for ( j = 0; j < i1neigh[i]; j++) do . No. of right/left neighbours.
32: if (i2segm[i][ j]>−1)&&(neighbour not processed) then
33: if (m == i2nic[i][i]) then . If 2nd, 3rd,... stage.
34: COMMP[i][COMMC[i]] = i2neigh[i][ j]; . Save rank.
35: COMMS[i][COMMC[i]] = i2segm[i][ j]; . Save segment.
36: COMMC[i] = COMMC[i]+1; . Increase count.
37: Mark neighbour as processed;
38: end if
39: end if
40: end for
41: end for
42: end for
43: end for
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Algorithm 3.9 Horizontal and vertical communication.
1: integer nir, nic; . Number in row, number in column.
2: integer icol; . Number of columns in the grid of processors.
3: integer idest, isour; . Message destination, source.
4: integer i, j, right, le f t, top, bottom, ibor;
5: for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) do . Horizontal messages sent in two steps.
6: ibor = 1; . Set ibor for left messages.
7: if (i == 0) then . First step.
8: le f t = 1; right = 0;
9: else . Second step (i = 1).
10: le f t = 0; right = 1;
11: end if
12: if (nir%2 == le f t)&&(nir > 0) then . Send/receive left.
13: for ( j = 0; j < COMMC[ibor]; j++) do . See Figure 3.64.
14: idest = COMMP[ibor][ j]; isour = idest;
15: Prepare le f t message f or isegm; . Use isegm saved for each pair.
16: MPI_Sendrecv(message, idest, isour); . Send/receive left message.
17: Save content o f the message into database;
18: end for
19: end if
20: ibor = 0; . Set ibor for right messages.
21: if (nir%2 == right)&&(nir < (icol−1)) then . Send/receive right.
22: for ( j = 0; j < COMMC[ibor]; j++) do . See Figure 3.64.
23: idest = COMMP[ibor][ j]; isour = idest;
24: Prepare right message f or isegm; . Use isegm saved for each pair.
25: MPI_Sendrecv(message, idest, isour); . Send/receive right message.
26: Save content o f the message into database;
27: end for
28: end if
29: end for
30: for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) do . Vertical messages sent in two steps.
31: if (i == 0) then . First step.
32: bottom = 1; top = 0;
33: else . Second step (i = 1).
34: bottom = 0; top = 1;
35: end if
36: Prepare top and bottom messages; . One message for each direction.
37: if (nic%2 == bottom)&&(nic > 0) then . Send/receive bottom.
38: idest = rank− icol; isour = idest;
39: MPI_Sendrecv(message, idest, isour);
40: end if
41: if (nic%2 == top)&&(nic < (irow−1)) then . Send/receive top.
42: idest = rank+ icol; isour = idest;
43: MPI_Sendrecv(message, idest, isour);
44: end if
45: Save content o f both messages into database;
46: end for
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For an Ethernet network the network latency is approximately 1 ms. The time
needed to send a message through the network can be calculated as follows:91
Tm = T0+TbB (3.10)
where Tm is the time needed to send a message of size equal to B bytes, T0 is the
network latency and Tb is the time required to send one byte of data. Thus the efficiency
of communication improves with larger messages.
Figure 3.66: a) Contact force between two interfacial elements C3-C3 is equal to 1, b)
Resulting contact force on each processor if messages are exchanged in random order,
c) Resulting contact force on each processor if order of messages is set.
Setting an order of messages is particularly useful during exchange of nodal forces,
for instance, contact force calculated from the interaction between two interfacial el-
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ements C3-C3 located at the corner between processors 0, 1 and 5 (Figure 3.63) is
divided by 3.0. Let us assume that the contact force is equal to 1, then contact force
on each processor is equal to 1/3, see Figure 3.66a. If the order of all messages was
random, resulting contact force on each processor would be summed incorrectly (Fig-
ure 3.66b). In order to correctly add all forces on all processors, one of the horizontal
messages must be sent in one direction only and before the vertical message. This can
only be achieved if the order of messages is set in advance, see Figure 3.66c.
3.13 Parallel Input
Input/Output (I/O) is an important part of any FDEM simulation and both can be quite
expensive in terms of CPU time. This is true, especially for writing an output since this
must be done every couple of hundred of steps, unlike reading input file which is done
only once. MPI provides functions to perform I/O operations in parallel from version
2, however, MPI I/O functions can be used only for unformatted binary files.58
Figure 3.67: One processor (rank 0) reads input file, performs domain decomposition
and distributes the data to remaining processors.
An input file in FDEM code is a text file and the formatting is quite complex.
For this reason MPI I/O functions are not employed. Instead the input file is read by
the processor with rank 0 which also performs domain decomposition (see Chapter
3.5) of the global computational domain. When the domain decomposition is finished,
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processor 0 assigns sub-domains to the remaining processors and sends corresponding
data to each processor, see Figure 3.67.
The disadvantage of this approach is that an increased CPU time is needed to per-
form input as well as increased RAM requirements on processor 0, since processor 0
has to read the whole input file and save to the memory. The amount of RAM memory
will be, therefore, a limiting factor for large-scale simulations (hundreds of millions
of discrete elements). If the input data is bigger than the amount of available RAM
memory, it would lead to a memory swapping which would increase CPU time needed
for input significantly.
3.14 Parallel Output
An output file in sequential FDEM code is a compressed text file. As mentioned above,
MPI I/O functions give support for writing into an unformatted binary file, only the
output file in the parallel implementation of the FDEM code is a binary file.
Figure 3.68: Output for each processor: internal elements A, interfacial elements at
right and top borders B and C3 and interfacial elements C3/C4 at top-right corner.
Since interfacial elements are shared among two or more processors, it must be
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ensured that no discrete/finite element is written into the output file twice. In order to
do that each processor writes into output file:
• all internal elements A,
• all interfacial elements B located at right and top borders,
• all interfacial elements C3 located at right border,
• all interfacial elements C3 and C4 located at top-right corner, see Figure 3.68.
Each status and border/corner is assigned a unique flag (see Chapter 3.7), therefore,
before the element is written into the output file, its flag is checked.
Output from each processor is written in parallel into a single output file which is
shared between all processors by using MPI I/O functions. In order to write into the
output file, one triangular or joint element, 3 integer numbers and 12 floating point
numbers are needed, therefore, a structure YPOD is created. All elements which must
be written into the output on each processor are first copied into an array of the structure
ypod and a count of elements elsumi (i-th processor) is recorded. These counts from
each processor are gathered by using MPI_Allgather() function.
Figure 3.69: A shared output file for four processors Numbers of elements elsumi on
processors 0, 1, 2 and 3 are equal to 4, 4, 3 and 5, respectively.
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Algorithm 3.10 Parallel output written into a shared output file.
1: static integer i f f irst = 0; . If first output.
2: YPOD∗ypod; . Array of structure YPOD for output.
3: integer elsum, isum; . Count of elements - local/global.
4: MPI_Aint extent; . Extent for etype.
5: MPI_Offset disp; . Position from which to write.
6: MPI_File f out; . Output file.
7:
8: Allocate ypod; . Triangular plus joint elements.
9: elsum = 0;
10: for (i = 0; i < nelem; i++) do . Triangular elements.
11: if ( f lag o f element == out put) then
12: Save out put f or element into ypod;
13: elsum = elsum+1;
14: end if
15: end for
16: for (i = 0; i < n jtem; i++) do . Joint elements.
17: if ( f lag o f element == out put) then
18: Save out put f or element into ypod;
19: elsum = elsum+1;
20: end if
21: end for
22: MPI_Allgather(elsum); . Gather all counts on all processors.
23: isum = 0;
24: for (i = 0; i < rank; i++) do . Rank of current processor.
25: isum = isum+ elsumi; . Sum counts until i = rank−1.
26: end for
27: MPI_File_open(name,& f out); . Open file and check for error.
28: if (i f f irst == 0) then . Only first output.
29: YodBuildTypeMem(&tyodm,ypod); . Build datatype for writing.
30: YodBuildEtype(&tyode, f out); . Build datatype for etype.
31: i f f irst = 1;
32: end if
33: MPI_File_get_type_extent( f out, tyode,&extent); . Get extent for etype.
34: disp = isum · extent; . Position from which to write.
35: MPI_File_set_view( f out,disp, tyode, tyode,”native”,MPI_INFO_NULL);
36: MPI_File_write( f out,&ypod[0].i1int[0],elsum, tyodm,MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
. Start writing whole ypod to the file from set file view.
37: MPI_File_close( f out);
38: f ree(ypod);
A so-called etype is created from the structure (Figure 3.69) by using functions
for building a derived datatype and its extent is found. This is analogical to sending
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a message but, instead of copying the structure into the message, it is written into
the output file. Counts of elements from each processor, together with an extent of
the etype, give each processor enough information to calculate the position in shared
output file dispi from which to start writing output, see Figure 3.69. The content of
the whole array is then written into the output. The whole process is summarised in
Algorithm 3.10.
Chapter 4
VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE
TESTS OF THE DEVELOPED
PARALLEL SOLUTIONS
4.1 Introduction
As the main aim of the parallelisation is an increase of the computational power, it is
necessary to test and verify the parallel implementation of the FDEM code and assess
its performance. Ideally the verification study would be carried out by comparing
results obtained by the parallel code for different number of processors with results
obtained by the sequential code. This is not possible due to the presence of rounding
errors which cause differences in the position of discrete elements. Thus, a general
trend in the motion of all discrete elements during the run of the simulation combined
with a comparison of total kinetic energies (sum of kinetic energy of all particles)
obtained for a different number of processors is used for a verification purpose. Further
verification and performance tests are provided in Chapter 5.
All examples in this thesis were run on a HPC cluster with 3592 nodes. Each node
contains two 8-core 2.60 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs. 2395 nodes have 32 GB
DDR3 1600MHz of RAM memory each, 1125 nodes have 64 GB of RAM and 72
nodes have 128 GB of RAM memory. Therefore, the maximum memory available for
one processor/core is 8 GB of RAM.
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4.2 Numerical Example
To illustrate the load balancing and re-partitioning, a box filled by 32400 discrete el-
ements, each comprising 6 finite elements (199496 finite elements in total including
elements comprising the bounding box), with initial velocity v = 100 m/s, was tested
on up to 48 processors, see Figure 4.1. The direction of the velocity is given by an
angle α measured from horizontal direction. The angle for each particle was randomly
generated in the range 0◦ < α < 90◦. The acceleration of gravity is set to zero in or-
der to enable particles to move diagonally across the box. Material properties of each
discrete element are as follows: Modulus of elasticity E = 990 MPa, Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.5, density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and contact penalty is 1.32 GPa.
Figure 4.1: Initial configuration for a box filled with 32400 particles each comprising
6 finite elements. All particles are assigned initial velocity 100 m/s with a random
direction given by an angle α .
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Figure 4.2: Recorded times for a box filled with 32400 particles.
Figure 4.3: Calculated speedup for a box filled with 32400 particles.
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Number of processors CPU Time [s] Speedup [-]
1 69526 1
2 63087 1.10
4 32179 2.16
8 18068 3.85
16 8127 8.55
32 4270 16.28
48 3087 22.52
Table 4.1: Recorded CPU times and calculated speedup for a box filled with 32400
particles.
Recorded simulation times for different numbers of processors and calculated speedup
are summarized in Table 4.1. Simulation times and speedup for up to 48 processors
are plotted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
The speedup obtained for the above numerical example can be considered a worst
case scenario. Even though the initial velocity ranges from 0◦ to 90◦, after some initial
collisions of particles, the majority of particles move diagonally across the box. It
follows, that for the bigger part of the simulation time, the CPU expensive contact
interaction between particles is limited. Thus, the amount of computation is smaller in
each time step than a typical FDEM simulation and the ratio between computation and
parallelisation overhead is also smaller resulting in decreased performance.
Since the majority of particles move in a diagonal direction, the main part of par-
allelisation overhead consists of computation and communication during element mi-
gration and, also, redistribution of elements during load balancing. It can be seen from
the results (Table 4.1) that the parallelisation overhead takes approximately half of the
simulation time.
The speedup between 4 and 32 processors has a nearly linear trend (see Figure 4.3)
and it is roughly equal to half of ideal speedup, see Table 4.1. The speedup obtained for
2 processors is very low due to the fact that the size of messages (number of elements
located at the border between processors) is quite big. This is also true for speedup
obtained for 8 processors, since the grid of processors have 2 rows and 4 columns thus
the ratio between horizontal and vertical dimensions of the sub-domain is double the
ratio for e.g. 4 or 16 processors (2× 2 or 4× 4). This corresponds with an increase
in communication times. It can be observed from the results in Table 4.1 that the
speed up for 4 and 16 processors is higher than half of the ideal speedup while 2 and 8
processors have speedup lower than half of the ideal speedup.
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The performance improves up to 32 processors, see Table 4.1. The results suggest
that the communication cost scales well with the increasing number of processors.
The performance drops for 48 processors due to the decreasing number of elements
assigned to each sub-domain (roughly 4200 elements). The number of elements for 32
processors is around 6300 thus for the above numerical example the point where the
parallelisation becomes too costly is around 5000 elements. This cannot be tested due
to the cluster rules: the number of processors must be in multiples of 16 (if higher than
16 processors).
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.4: A motion sequence for a box filled with 32400 particles executed on 32
processors. a) Time 0 s. b) Time 1 s. c) Time 2 s. d) Time 3 s. The velocity is in m/s.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.5: A motion sequence for a box filled with 32400 particles executed on 32
processors. a) Time 4 s, b) Time 5 s. c) Time 6 s. d) Time 7.5 s. The velocity is in m/s.
A motion sequence for the box filled by 32400 particles, executed on 32 processors
at eight different times is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Domain decomposition for 2,
4, 8, 16, 32 and 48 processors is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. It can be observed that
the sizes of sub-domains in domain decomposition vary greatly, in order to achieve
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balanced workload, and the ratio between horizontal and vertical dimensions of the
sub-domain is quite high, especially for higher numbers of processors.
It should be noted that all the results for the above example are obtained for the
following settings: the size of the buffer zone as specified in Chapter 3.5 is equal to
the size of contact detection buffer and the maximum imbalance is set to 20 % since
the problem is a highly dynamical one. Thus, if the maximum imbalance is set lower,
the frequency of load balancing would be higher which is not desirable, since load
balancing is an expensive operation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.6: Domain decomposition for a box filled with 32400 particles at time 7.5 s
on a) 2, b) 4, c) 8 and d) 16 processors. The velocity is in m/s.
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a) b )
Figure 4.7: Domain decomposition for a box filled with 32400 particles at time 7.5 s
on a) 32 and b) 48 processors. The velocity is in m/s.
Figure 4.8: The box filled with 32400 particles at time 7.5 s executed on 1 processor.
The velocity is in m/s
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Figure 4.9: Total kinetic energy of the system for the box filled with 32400 particles
for the whole simulation time.
Figure 4.10: Total kinetic energy of the system for the box filled with 32400 particles
from 4.5 s to 7.5 s.
The results obtained for different numbers of processors (Figures 4.6and 4.7) com-
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pared with results obtained from a sequential code (Figure 4.8) show a good agree-
ment. The general trend in the motion of particles is preserved in all simulations. The
comparison of total kinetic energy of the system obtained for different numbers of
processors shows a very good agreement, see Figure 4.9. The first discrepancy in the
kinetic energy occurs around the time 4.5 s (see Figure 4.10) but even at the end of the
simulation time the difference between kinetic energies is quite small.
4.3 Conclusions
The performance of the parallel implementation of proposed parallelisation solutions
for FDEM compared with the performance of a sequential version of the code is good
considering the highly dynamical nature of the test case. Further performance tests are
carried out in Chapter 5.
The comparison of results (motion of particles and total kinetic energy of the sys-
tem) shows a good agreement, thus confirming the validity of the developed paralleli-
sation solutions.
Chapter 5
SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE
DEVELOPED PARALLEL SOLUTIONS
5.1 Brazilian Disc Test
5.1.1 Introduction
The capabilities of the Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method are especially useful
for simulating various problems in rock mechanics. Thus, all the applications in this
chapter are chosen from this area of interest.
The Brazilian disc test is a common laboratory test originally designed by Beren-
baum and Brodie10 for indirect measurement of the tensile strength of brittle materials
(rocks, concrete). The sample has a cylindrical shape with a diameter D and thickness
t and it is loaded with an increasing force P at different rates of increase. The tensile
strength σ is given by:
σ =
2Pmax
piDt
(5.1)
where Pmax is the load applied at the time of the failure.
5.1.2 Definition of the Problem
The Brazilian disc test of a heterogeneous rock sample is numerically simulated on up
to 64 processors. The radius of the disc is 38 mm and the disc has a unit thickness.
The disc comprises 52308 triangular elements and 75466 joint elements. The tested
material is Barre granite. It is a heterogeneous rock consisting of approximately 24%
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quartz, 68% feldspar and 8% biotite.129 Material properties for the rock sample and
loading platens are summarized in Table 5.1.107 The loading velocity of platens is
0.5 m/s, see Figure 5.1. The input file was created by a graphical user interface for
the Y2D code developed by Mahabadi.108 The random distribution of minerals in the
tested rock sample is shown in Figure 5.1 together with the dimensions of the disc and
loading platens.
Parameter Quartz Feldspar Biotite Joint Platens
Young’s modulus (GPa) 80 70 20 - 191
Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.17 0.29 0.2 - 0.29
Density (kg/m3) 2600 2600 2800 - 8030
Shear strength (MPa) 3.15e10 3.15e10 3.15e10 3.15e10 -
Tensile strength (MPa) 6 6 4 5 -
Fracture energy (N/m) 50 50 50 50 -
Contact penalty (GPa) 80 70 20 - 1.91e4
Table 5.1: Material properties for the Barre granite Brazilian Disc test.
Figure 5.1: Material distribution and dimensions in mm for the rock sample. Green
represents quartz, blue represents feldspar and orange represents biotite.
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5.1.3 Results and Discussion
Recorded simulation times for different numbers of processors and calculated speedup
are summarised in Table 5.2. Simulation times and speedup for up to 64 processors
are plotted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. It can be observed from the Figure 5.3 that the
speedup has a super-linear trend on up to 32 processors. For more than 32 processors,
the speedup is smaller than ideal speedup, which is expected, since with an increas-
ing number of processors, the number of elements within each sub-domain decreases,
closing to the point where the cost of parallelisation is not negligible anymore. In other
words, the ratio between computation and communication is getting smaller, with an
increasing number of processors, resulting in a decrease in performance for higher
numbers of processors.
The efficiency of the parallel implementation from 2 to 64 processors is plotted in
Figure 5.4. Except for one anomalous reading at 4 processors, it illustrates the steady
decrease in the performance as the ratio between computation and communication gets
smaller with an increasing number of processors. The most likely explanation for the
decreased efficiency at 4 processors is a higher initial imbalance. As explained in
Chapter 3.11, the partitioner creates boundaries of the sub-domain only at the bound-
aries of the load balancing cells. Thus, a small initial imbalance is expected, and its
size depends on the finite element mesh, distribution of discrete elements in the com-
putational domain and also on the number of processors. The performance for 64
processors is still acceptable even though the sub-domain contains only around 800
triangular elements and 1200 joint elements. Rapid decrease in performance is ex-
pected for even higher numbers of processors, thus it would be impractical to run the
simulation on more than 64 processors.
Number of processors CPU Time [s] Speedup [-] Efficiency [%]
1 155316 1 100
2 67598 2.30 114.88
4 35527 4.37 109.29
8 17205 9.03 112.84
16 8900 17.45 109.07
32 4763 32.61 101.90
48 3351 46.35 96.56
64 2652 58.57 91.51
Table 5.2: Recorded CPU times and calculated speedup and efficiency for the Brazilian
Disc test.
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Figure 5.2: Recorded CPU times for Brazilian Disc test.
Figure 5.3: Calculated speedup for Brazilian Disc test.
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Figure 5.4: Calculated parallelisation efficiency for Brazilian Disc test.
The super-linear speedup for up to 32 processors can occur for a couple of different
reasons. The first one is the increased amount of RAM compared with 1 processor.
Another contributing reason can be the writing of output files. If different jobs at the
cluster try to access the hard drive at the same time, it will result in competition for
access. It has also been observed that the speedup is slightly lower, even though still
super-linear, if the same problem is executed without recording the total kinetic energy
of the system. This would suggest that the task of calculating and recording the total
kinetic energy has a super-linear trend itself and, indeed, the performance of all test
cases in this thesis improved if the kinetic energy was recorded.
A simulation sequence of the fracture pattern obtained for a Brazilian Disc test
executed on 16 processors at six different times is shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Domain decomposition for 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 processors is shown in Figures 5.8
and 5.9. The fracture patterns in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show a good correspondence with
a fracture pattern obtained from a sequential code, see Figure 5.7. The comparison
of the total kinetic energy of the system obtained for different numbers of processors
shows a very good agreement up to approximately 0.07 s, see Figure 5.10. The first
noticeable difference in the kinetic energy occurs around the time 0.03 s when first
cracks appear, see Figure 5.11.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.5: Brazilian Disc test for 16 processors at times: a) 0.025 s, b) 0.05 s, c) 0.075
s, d) 0.1 s. The stress σy is in Pa.
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a) b)
Figure 5.6: Brazilian Disc test for 16 processors at times: a) 0.125 s, b) 0.15 s. The
stress σy is in Pa.
Figure 5.7: Brazilian Disc test at time 0.15 s on 1 processor. The stress σy is in Pa.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.8: Domain decomposition for Brazilian Disc test at time 0.15 s on a) 2, b) 4,
c) 8 and d) 16 processors. The stress σy is in Pa.
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a) b)
Figure 5.9: Domain decomposition for Brazilian Disc test at time 0.15 s on a) 32, b)
64 processors. The stress σy is in Pa.
Figure 5.10: Total kinetic energy of the system for the Brazilian Disc test for the whole
simulation time.
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Figure 5.11: Total kinetic energy of the system for the Brazilian Disc test from 0 s to
0.08 s.
Understandably, the presence of rounding errors causes the difference in results
obtained for the same input file which was run on different numbers of processors.
This means only a general trend in the motion of discrete elements, or in this case
a fracture pattern, must be assessed, since the fracture patterns for different numbers
of processors evolve differently. A different fracture pattern (and different number of
fractured/discrete elements) in each simulation is reflected by changes in the kinetic
energy.
It should be noted that, even though the fracture patterns obtained are acceptable
and corresponding with some previously published results,108, 107 the parallelised ver-
sion of the FDEM code is based on the original version of Y2D code. Since then
improvements have been made to deal with, for instance, quasi-static problems which
also include Brazilian disc test simulation and a couple of different versions of the Y2D
code now exist. A version of FDEM code named Y-Geo110 would be better suited for
the rock mechanics test cases presented in this chapter since Y-Geo addresses problems
like; quasi-static friction, Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, shear strength in rock joints,
etc. The description of some of these improvements is presented by Mahabadi.107
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5.2 Block Caving
5.2.1 Introduction
The block caving process offers an alternative to classic underground mining. The
production rates achieved by the block caving can reach those achieved by surface
mines. The rock, rich with ore, is undercut in the area below the rock. The rock, above
the area which was undercut, may collapse due to the gravity if the rock is sufficiently
massive and fractured. If the rock does not collapse naturally, then boreholes are drilled
and the rock is blasted. Resulting blocks of rock fall down into prepared draw-bells.
Block caving is greatly influenced by the properties of the rock, geometry of the
undercut area and other parameters. Methods of discontinua provide means to nu-
merically investigate the influence of these parameters for the purpose of finding the
optimum design of the block caving. FDEM is especially suitable for this kind of sim-
ulation due to its ability to handle transition from continua to discontinua as the block
caving depends on the fracture and fragmentation processes. Thus the explosion in the
borehole, fracture and fragmentation, as well as granular flow, can be all investigated
together in one FDEM simulation.
The block caving triggered by an explosion in a borehole is, in essence, a FDEM
coupled with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation. The implementation
of the gas flow through a fracturing solid is based on a constant area duct compressible
flow of ideal gas. It is out of the scope of this thesis to provide details on the theoretical
background of this problem and its implementation. Theoretical background can be
found in chapter 8 of FDEM book117 which is based on a paper presented by Munjiza
et al.123
5.2.2 Definition of the Problem
The rock blasting of a block of sandstone with dimensions 60× 120 m is numeri-
cally simulated on up to 32 processors. Average values of the sandstone’s material
properties98, 50 were chosen. The propertis of triangular elements are: Modulus of
elasticity E = 25.8 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.17, friction coefficient fC = 0.5, den-
sity ρ = 2340 kg/m3 and contact penalty is 30 GPa. The properties of joint elements
are: shear strength 3.78e7 GPa, tensile strength 3.15 MPa, fracture energy 250 N/m
and fracture penalty 4 GPa. Shear strength is set to a high value in order to prevent
fracturing in Mode II (fracture caused by shear stress).
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Figure 5.12: Block of rock with 6 boreholes.
Figure 5.13: Amplitude of the pressure as a function of time.
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Borehole
Point A Point B Explosion time
x [m] y [m] x [m] y [m] Start [s] End [s]
1 -21.95 -27.22 -9.95 -48 3e-2 3.0275e-2
2 -14.18 -25.45 -5.97 -48 1.5e-2 1.5275e-2
3 -6.16 -24.36 -1.99 -48 0 2.75e-4
4 6.16 -24.36 1.99 -48 0 2.75e-4
5 14.18 -25.45 5.97 -48 1.5e-2 1.5275e-2
6 21.95 -27.22 9.95 -48 3e-2 3.0275e-2
Table 5.3: Coordinates of points A and B for each borehole together with start and end
time of detonation at point A.
Vertical edges of the block are constrained in x direction and bottom horizontal
edges are constrained in x and y direction, see Figure 5.12. The tip of each borehole
is marked as point A and the other end is marked as point B. Coordinates of points A
and B for each borehole are given in Table 5.3, together with start and end times of
detonation at point A. Numbering of boreholes corresponds with numbering in Figure
5.12. The amplitude of the pressure in the borehole is 2 GPa and the pressure is a
function of time, see Figure 5.13. Velocity of detonation is 5500 m/s. The mesh was
generated with 0.7 m element size resulting in 32899 triangular elements and 50165
joint elements.
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
The block caving is numerically simulated on up to 32 processors. Recorded simula-
tion times for different numbers of processors and calculated speedup and efficiency
are summarised in Table 5.4. Simulation times, speedup and efficiency for up to 32
processors are plotted in Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16.
The calculated speedup has a linear trend for up to 8 processors and after that the
performance drops (Figure 5.15). This decrease of performance is also illustrated by
the efficiency graph, see Figure 5.16.
Two main reasons exist for the decrease in performance. The first reason is the
decreasing number of elements assigned to a sub-domain for higher numbers of pro-
cessors, thus, the ratio between computation and communication gets smaller. For
instance, for 32 processors each sub-domain has only around 1000 triangular elements
and around 1500 joint elements.
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Figure 5.14: Recorded CPU times for the block caving simulation.
Figure 5.15: Calculated speedup for the block caving simulation.
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Figure 5.16: Calculated parallelisation efficiency for the block caving simulation.
Figure 5.17: Total kinetic energy of the system for the whole simulation time.
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Figure 5.18: Total kinetic energy of the system from 0 s to 0.2 s.
Number of processors CPU Time [s] Speedup [-] Efficiency [%]
1 63426 1 100
2 34727 1.83 91.32
4 17819 3.56 88.99
8 8713 7.28 90.99
16 4702 13.49 84.31
32 2584 24.55 76.71
Table 5.4: Recorded CPU times and calculated speedup and efficiency for the block
caving simulation.
The second contributing reason for decreased performance with an increased num-
ber of processors is the migration of elements from one processor to another which
creates a small imbalance. The imbalance is not big enough to trigger load balanc-
ing but it is enough to affect the performance of the whole system since the overall
performance is given by the slowest processor.
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f )
Figure 5.19: Block caving simulation sequence on 16 processors. a) Time 2.5 ms. b)
Time 16 ms . c) Time 32.5 ms. d) Time 50 ms. e) Time 0.3 s. f) Time 0.8 s. Stress σy
is in Pa.
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a) b)
Figure 5.20: Block caving simulation sequence on 16 processors. a) Time 1.05 s. b)
Time 1.3 s. Stress σy is in Pa.
a) b)
Figure 5.21: Results obtained for a block caving simulation at time 1.3 s for a) 2, b) 4
processors. Stress σy is in Pa.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.22: Results obtained for a block caving simulation at time 1.3 s for a) 8, b)
16, c) 32 processors and d) sequential run. Stress σy is in Pa.
The anomaly at 4 processors in Figure 5.16 can be caused by a higher initial imbal-
ance. As explained in Chapter 5.1.3, the partitioning creates an initial imbalance which
depends on the finite element mesh, distribution of discrete elements in the computa-
tional domain and the number of processors.
The imbalance for up to 8 processors is much smaller, since sizes of sub-domains
containing moving particles are big enough and thus the migration of elements between
sub-domains is very limited, see Figures 5.21 and 5.22. The performance could be
improved by setting smaller maximum imbalance and also by setting a finer resolution
of the load balancing grid.
The simulation sequence for the block caving simulation executed on 16 processors
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is shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. Domain decompositions for 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32
processors as well as results for a sequential run are shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22.
The fracture patterns as well as the general trend in the motion of particles ob-
tained from parallel implementation of the FDEM code show a good correspondence
with results obtained from a sequential FDEM code, see Figures 5.21 and 5.22. The
comparison of total kinetic energies of the system for different numbers of processors
shows a very good agreement up to approximately 0.2 s, see Figure 5.17. The first
noticeable difference in the kinetic energy can be observed around 0.1 s (Figure 5.18)
which is the time approximately 0.05 s after first particles start to fall. Due to the pres-
ence of rounding errors, the motion of particles is different on each processor, resulting
in a different grow of kinetic energy.
The results obtained for the block caving simulation with given material properties
suggest that the pressure amplitude of 2 GPa is enough to collapse the undercut area.
Further studies should be made using the Y-Geo version of the code which is better
suited for the rock mechanics problems and would give more realistic results.
5.3 Open Pit Slope
5.3.1 Introduction
Open pit mining is a surface mining technique where the rock is extracted from the
ground of the open pit. It is usually used when the mineral or rock is near the surface
or, when the presence of sand, gravel and similar materials make tunnelling unsafe.
Design of an open pit slope is of great importance due to safety, ore recovery and
financial return. Thus the stability of walls of the open pit mine is the major factor in
their design. The stability is especially affected by the angle of the slope.
The open pit slope consists of intervals of several benches and a ramp with an
access road160 which is used by trucks to transport the mined rock.
5.3.2 Definition of the Problem
The stability of an open pit slope is numerically simulated on up to 4 processors.
The material properties of the homogeneous rock (triangular elements) are as fol-
lows: Modulus of elasticity E = 31.68 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2, friction coefficient
fC = 0.577, density ρ = 2650 kg/m3 and contact penalty is 11.7 GPa. The properties
of joint elements are: shear strength 15 MPa, tensile strength 0.33 MPa, fracture en-
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ergy 0.2 N/m and fracture penalty 11.7 GPa.109 The time step is 5e-6 s and the total
simulation time is 5 s. After the first fracturing occurs, the acceleration of gravity is
linearly increased five times to speed up the fall of the fractured rock.
The aim of this simulation is to find the size of the maximum force which the ramp
with an access road can withstand by increasing the force from 0 N to 7.848e6 N which
corresponds with a load of 800 tonnes in the time interval from 0 s to 0.4 s (increase
by 98.1 N in each time step). The force is applied on a second bench from the top,
see Figure 5.23. The dimensions of the problem are 350×190 m and the dimensions
of each bench are given in Figure 5.23 together with the initial mesh. The problem
comprises 60368 triangular elements and 91702 joint elements.
Figure 5.23: Initial mesh, boundary conditions and dimensions in metres for an open
pit slope.
5.3.3 Results and Discussion
Recorded simulation times for different numbers of processors and calculated speedup
and efficiency are summarised in Table 5.5. It should be noted that, due to the restric-
tions imposed by the cluster on the maximum job time, the simulation could not be run
on the cluster. Thus, this problem is executed on a multicore PC with the following
specifications: Dell Precission T3500 with Intel Xeon W3570 3.20 GHz (quad-core)
and 12 GB of RAM.
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Figure 5.24: Recorded CPU times for the open pit slope simulation.
Figure 5.25: Calculated speedup for the open pit slope simulation.
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Figure 5.26: Total kinetic energy of the system for the whole simulation time.
Figure 5.27: Total kinetic energy of the system from 0 s to 0.5 s.
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Number of processors CPU Time [s] Speedup [-] Efficiency [%]
1 519592 1 100
2 267854 1.94 96.99
4 144726 3.59 89.75
Table 5.5: Recorded CPU times, calculated speedup and efficiency for the open pit
slope simulation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.28: Open pit slope simulation sequence executed on 4 processors. a) Time
0.015 s. b) Time 0.15 s . c) Time 0.25 s. d) Time 0.35 s. Stress σy is in Pa.
Simulation times and calculated speedup for up to 4 processors are plotted in Fig-
ures 5.24 and 5.25. The main reason for the lower performance is the migration of
significant number of elements from one processor to another creating a load imbal-
ance. The communication overhead, in this case, does not play an important role since
the problem is executed on a multicore PC, thus, the messages are not sent through
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the network but copied from one memory location to another which is much faster.
Further testing must be performed by defining a smaller maximum imbalance in order
to trigger load balancing and improve the performance.
a) b)
c) d)
e) f )
Figure 5.29: Open pit slope simulation sequence executed on 4 processors. a) Time
0.4 s. b) Time 0.75 s. c) Time 1.25 s. d) Time 2.5 s. e) Time 3.75 s. f) Time 5 s. Stress
σy is in Pa.
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a)
b)
Figure 5.30: Results obtained for an open pit slope simulation at time 5 s for a) se-
quential run, b) 2 processors. Stress σy is in Pa.
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Figure 5.31: Results obtained for an open pit slope simulation at time 5 s for 4 pro-
cessors. Stress σy is in Pa.
The motion sequence for the open pit slope simulation executed on 4 processors is
shown in Figures 5.28 and 5.29. The results obtained from a sequential code as well
as results and domain decomposition for 2 and 4 processors are shown in Figures 5.30
and 5.31.
The first crack appears at the base of the first bench from the top approximately
at time 0.015 s which corresponds with a force of 294.3 kN (30 tonnes). Since this
location has a sharp corner and introduces a singularity this can be neglected. The
more significant fracture pattern appears around the time 0.15 s with a corresponding
force of 2943 kN (300 tonnes). This should be the maximum load allowed on the
bench decreased by a chosen safety factor.
The comparison of fracture patterns as well as the general trends in motion of par-
ticles (Figures 5.30 and 5.31) obtained for all three cases (sequential, 2 and 4 proces-
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sors) reveal a good correspondence, thus further validating the parallel implementation
of the FDEM code.
The total kinetic energy of the system for the whole simulation time is plotted in
Figure 5.26. The general trend in evolution of the total kinetic energy in all cases
shows a good correspondence. The first noticeable difference can be observed around
the time 0.35 s, which corresponds with the time just before the first particles start
to fall, see Figures 5.28d and 5.29a. Both fracture patterns and motion of particles
are influenced by the presence of rounding errors resulting in differences in the total
kinetic energies in all three cases.
5.4 Conclusions
The performance of the parallel implementation of the FDEM code compared with
the performance of the sequential version of the code is good for all three numerical
examples presented in this chapter. The speedup obtained for a Brazilian disc test,
which is a quasi-static problem, shows a super-linear trend. The performance of the
remaining two cases is lower due to the load imbalance. Further testing should be
conducted by setting the maximum allowed imbalance to a smaller value than 20 % and
by setting a finer resolution of the load balancing grid which would help to decrease
the initial imbalance created during domain decomposition. To obtain more realistic
results for the above numerical examples, the version of the FDEM code named Y-Geo
should be employed.
The comparison of the general trend in the motion of particles, fracture patterns and
total kinetic energies of the system in all three numerical examples, further validates
proposed parallelisation solutions for FDEM and its implementation.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Novel parallelisation solutions for the Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FDEM)
have been developed. These have been implemented into the parallel version of the
open source in-house FDEM code called Y2D. The summary of this thesis is presented
and future research directions are suggested in this chapter.
Summary. Chapter 2 provided a short introduction to FDEM and methods of
discontinua in general, as well as an introduction to parallel processing. The introduc-
tion of parallel processing started with an overview of available parallel architectures,
past and present and provided a short description of Single Instruction-Multiple Data
(SIMD) systems (vector processors and Graphics Processing Units) as well as Multi-
ple Instruction-Multiple Data (MIMD) systems which include shared-memory systems
and distributed-memory systems with the description of the commonly used intercon-
nects. Main parallelisation languages/libraries currently used were introduced and a
short description of basic MPI principles was provided. An overview of algorithms
commonly used to perform domain decomposition and load balancing was presented
and pros and cons for each algorithm were discussed. Finally some basic concepts of
parallel computing, including the parallel performance measurements (speed-up, ef-
ficiency), were presented and the significance of floating point arithmetic in parallel
processing was discussed.
A novel approach for parallelisation of FDEM in 2D aimed at clusters and desk-
top computers was described in detail in Chapter 3. Dynamic domain decomposition
based parallelisation solvers covering all aspects of FDEM have been presented. The
modified Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) was employed to perform domain de-
composition and load balancing. Both design and implementation of proposed parallel
algorithms was explained in detail, including key parallelisation issues like communi-
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cation, parallel input/output, migration of elements, re-partitioning and load balancing.
A message-passing parallel programming model by using Message-Passing Interface
(MPI) has been adopted.
Chapter 4 dealt with verification and performance tests of the proposed parallel
algorithms. The parallel implementation of the FDEM code was tested on a following
benchmark example: a box filled by 32400 discrete elements, each comprising 6 finite
elements, moving across the box with initial velocity 100 m/s. The performance of the
parallel code was good, considering the highly dynamical nature of the test case, and
the speedup was around half the ideal speedup. The validity of the developed parallel
solvers was confirmed by comparing a general trend in motion of discrete elements, as
well as by a comparison of total kinetic energy of the system obtained from a sequential
and a parallel version of FDEM code.
Some application examples of the parallel FDEM code chosen from the field of
rock mechanics were presented in Chapter 5. Performance and scalability of the paral-
lel FDEM code is further studied on the following numerical examples:
• Brazilian disc test is a common laboratory test designed for indirect measure-
ment of the tensile strength of brittle materials. The results showed a good cor-
respondence with previously published results, even though the original version
of the Y2D code is used. Y-Geo, specifically designed for applications in the
rock mechanics field, was recommended to conduct further research. The cal-
culated speedup had a super-linear trend, thus the efficiency of the parallel code
was over 100 % on up to 32 processors.
• Block caving simulation was employed to find the value of the pressure am-
plitude which would be big enough to collapse the undercut area. The recom-
mended pressure amplitude was 2 GPa. The speedup had a linear trend up to
8 processors and, for the higher numbers of processors, the parallel efficiency
decreased due to the small imbalance, as well as the decreasing ratio between
computation and parallelisation overhead.
• Open pit slope simulation was used to find the maximum allowed load on a
bench. The force found was 2943 kN corresponding with 300 tonnes, thus al-
lowing the safe use as an access road to the mine. The calculated speedup was
good and the parallel efficiency was around 90 % for 4 processors and 97 % for
2 processors. Lower efficiency was found to be due to load imbalance. Means
to rectify the problem were outlined.
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Conclusions. The implementation of the proposed novel parallelisation solutions for
FDEM has been tested on chosen numerical examples. Comparison of results (general
trend in motion of discrete elements, fracture pattern and total kinetic energy of the
system), obtained for examples presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 by using both
sequential and parallel versions of FDEM code, verified the validity of the developed
parallel FDEM solvers. The performance of the parallel version of FDEM code for dif-
ferent types of numerical examples (from a quasi-static example to a highly dynamic
one) ranged from a super-linear speedup to approximately half the ideal speedup. Nev-
ertheless, based on results obtained, the parallel implementation of FDEM code should
scale well to enable solving of large scale and grand challenge FDEM simulations.
Future work. Possibilities for further research are presented and discussed in the
remainder of this chapter.
The presented implementation of the developed parallel FDEM solvers was tested
only on numerical examples of moderate sizes. In order to enable simulation of large
scale and grand challenge FDEM problems, the issues with parallel input and output
must be addressed. For instance, a simulation comprising 7 million elements requires
an input and output files of around 1 GB. In order to solve problems with one hun-
dred million elements or even more, the required input/output file would have to be
enormous (hundreds of GB).
The solution for the input file issue lies in generating multiple input files for each
processor separately. Thus the initial domain decomposition would be performed dur-
ing the input file generation, resulting in a number of input files of manageable sizes.
Practically all MPI implementations nowadays support input/output operations per-
formed by all processors comprising the simulation.
The solution for the output file issue is not so straightforward. A decision must
be made if one large file is more manageable than each processor writing its own
output file. Unlike an input file which is read by the program only once, the output
must be written many times during the simulation. Then the output for the whole
simulation would have size in order of terabytes or even petabytes. Thus, some efficient
compression could be utilised. The last problem in this area lies in actually post-
processing these large output files. This would require enormous computational power.
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are the best suited for these kind of problems. This
would require GPU-based parallelisation of a post-processor if no suitable parallel
post-processor is available.
The developed parallel solvers are designed for 2D version of the FDEM code.
The 3D version of the FDEM code became available in recent years. Consequently,
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the next logical step is to extend the developed parallel solvers into 3D. This task
should be relatively straightforward, since the RCB algorithm can be directly applied
to any number of dimensions. The 3D parallelisation would require extending the
classification of elements based on their geometric location and also changing the 2D
communication pattern into 3D.
The performance of the parallel implementation can be improved by employing
non-blocking communication, thus sending messages while performing other compu-
tations, and each processor would have to check from time to time if the message is
available for receiving. The use of non-blocking communication in FDEM simulation
is not a trivial task, since the simulation should be synchronized across all processors
from time to time, preferably with each time step. The only way to avoid an explicit
call of MPI synchronization function in each time step would be to ensure an equal
workload on all processors. This would require executing the load balancing routine
quite often.
Finally, as mentioned in Chapter 5, several modified versions of the original FDEM
code exist in both 2D and 3D. These include Y-Geo110 developed for use in rock
mechanics, Y-Nano163 designed for molecular dynamics simulations and a coupled
FDEM/CFD code which has been partially parallelised to enable a large scale simu-
lation of red blood cells.207 That being so, it is desirable to port the developed par-
allelisation solvers into these codes in order to solve large scale problems as well as
into possible future codes for the coupling of FDEM with other methods. For instance,
a relatively new method for fluid dynamics is a Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method,179
which uses Boltzmann equations to solve Navier-Stokes equations on a predefined lat-
tice. LB has been already coupled with DEM by Feng et al.44 and Han et al.60 in order
to solve fluid-particle interactions. Similarly to FDEM the equations are local and
thus the coupling of both methods and its parallelisation is a promising future research
direction.
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